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ABST P, ACT
Tt_e obiective, of Ii:e research, p:'o_ran_ is to ;:_\'_'st i_,;Jt_'_ ti_e
feasibiiity of computer pr_'dictioa of bi'o;,dbac, t no:at-field
electromagnetic interference in a space v,.i_icle. Ti_,c
results of such a prediction pro aram wo,,id prov:.ct,' _scf',iI
information on inlerfcrcnc_, prob',cms t_, ,.e_lipm,'nt
designers and also allow s,.1,,ctio_ _, o: cr:,t:c,,', monitor
points for LIS'." diii'il5_, l;itillC}; vchic.,e c :.'v-k,_t
m,,ntal al)pro/tch to ti_c problem of a_:ai\'tic i):'cdiclio_, of
r;_diation (:ou[)ting (S(_CtiOll {. 0) bctwc'cr: ¢_cil_ipx'._cnt !),)xes
i_ an enclosed vehicle structure. In addition tc_ ;i_,,: :',,d'_;i-
tion co_lpling investigation, a secondary cn_.i-)l'_s_s has been
given to appli.cation of a cabi(,-to-cable computer i_t¢:rfcr-
ence prediction program to the Saturn Instrttt_.'r,t Unit
(Sc.ction 4.0).
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1.0 SUMMARY _, %_1_ _
This document is the final report on an investigation into the feasibility
of.conTputer prediction of bro;_dband near-field electromagnetic inter-
ference in a space vehicle. The prime emphasis of the investigation
has been a f__mdamental approach to the problem of analytic prediction
of radiation coupling (Section 3.0) between equipment boxes in an
enclosed vehicle structure. In addition to the radiation coupling inves-
tigation, a secondary emphasis has been given to application of a
cable-to-cable conlputer interference prediction program to the Saturn
Instrument Unit (Section 4.0).
The analytic approach in the radiation coupling study has examined in
detail the following possible methods of predicting the amount of
coupled interference:
I)
2)
3)
Cavity Field Expressions,
Lumped Circuit Models,
Near- Field Express[ons.
In the cavity method, the vehicle structure is considered as a metallic
enclosure (cavity). All equipment boxes, which are potential inter-
ference radiators (emitters), are considered as combinations of
electric and magnetic dipoles. The strength and orientation of these
dipoles is a function of the surface current flow on the equipment boxes'.
Shielded room techniques show the most promise for the actual deter-
ruination of these dipole characteristics. Other techniques using field
probes on the surface ._f the emitter box are not satisfactory unless
the disturbance of the fields catlsed by the presence of the probe could
be eval'aated.
The eq:lipment b_x. wh,_se equivalent d_pole characteristics are desired,
_s p:aced ::: the shielded room anci me_surements are n_ade of the fields
at selected places on the walls. Theoretical calculations are made of
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the field distributions in a cavity with the same shielded room bound-
ary conditions. The type, strength and orientation of the equivalent
dipoles f_or the emitter box are determined from an evaluation of the
field measurements and theoretical calculations. In the future, it is
entirely possible that the interference specification used by the
designer will specify limits on the equivalent dipole moments equipment
boxes may have.
Generalized expressions for the fields excited by these short electric
and magnetic dipoles have been derived by starting with Maxwell's
equations and the boundary conditions for loss-free cavities. These
.expressions, useful at all frequencies, a:llow determination of the
field strengths at any point in the enclosure as a function of the
emitter location, strength and orientation. With the fields known
everywhere, the currents induced on a box susceptible to interference
(receptor) can be found. Various analytical methods may be used to
incl_l(le the effects of lossy walls, openings and perturbPng bodies on
the resonant frequencies, and on the figld configuration within the
cavily. Thtls, the basic feasibility of interference prediction using
electromagnetic theory of cavity resonators has been established.
The ,ipi,litability of the cavity express ions for prediction {_f co_tpled
i::tectcrence between very closely-spaced boxes (less than one bo_¢
,timensi,,:_ apart) has not been fully substantiated. Therefore, the
lt,n_ped circuit models were developed to allow prediction in this
The l,_mped circ,lit approach replaces the equipment box walls with the
OCl_ii\ _tient stir/ace imped._nces. The coupling of emitter surface ctir-
rt_nts t() ,_ ae,rby receptor box is represented by inter-box c;,pacitance,
n_tt,tal indttctance or cond_tctance through interconnecting cabling.
The rest_lts o( predictions using the developed analytic models has
been c,,rrelaled wLth lab_ratory measurements, and it was fo_md that
the only significant coupling mechanisms were through inductance.
The l_t,,p, ped-circuit models are useful: when the box dimensions and
spacing are much less titan a wavelength.
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The free-space, near-field ex:pressions for a small loop were used to
predict the radiated fields in a closed structure. The analytic predic-
tions compared favorably with experimental data from an equivalent
model set up in a screen room. However, the near-field expressions
are restricted to frequencies below the structure resonant frequencies
and to regions where the box separation is at least one box dimension.
Therefore, near-field models will, at best,, give rough approximations
to the inte_'ference fields.
The second part of the study was the development of a computer pro-
gram for prediction of cable-to-cable coupling of interference in the
Saturn Instrument Unit. The program developed represents a modifi-
cation and extension of past research efforts dt Boeing on computer
techniques for the predication of cable-to-cable interference coupling.
The computer program is written in FORTRAN IV ]anguage and can
be used on any system having a FORTRAN IV cornp_ler such as IBM
70c}4, SRU 1107.
A representative set of 52 circuits ih the Instrument Unit were selected
for study in the computer program. Each circuit was assigned to one
of six basic circuit types and given an appropriate emission and sus-
ceptibility spectra. The computer program constructed attenuation
spectrums between al] emitter-receptor circuit combinations. The
;_tter.'aation spectrum was based on the amount of mutual circuit length
and separation, the amount of inter-circuit capacity and inductance,
,_nd the shielding and twisting effectiveness of the wires.
Ti:e emission spectra of each circuit, modified by the correct attenua-
tion spectra o_ the cable network, was compared to the susceptibility
spectr_, of every other c_rcuit for possible interference. The 52
Instrtlment Unit circuits examined represented over 2_00 cases of
possible interference. The results indicated 196 potential cases
where the coup!ed interference m_gl_t exceed a threshold 6 db below
the s'_sceptibi][tg level of the receptor circuit. The lack of sufficient
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details on Instrument Unit circuits and the resultant assumptions made
on circuit characteristics definitely was a contributing factor in many
The significant point is that the number of cases requiring more study
was reduced below 8% of the original number.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
The problem of prediction of Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) in a
c_mplete integrated launch system is extremely complex. The agency
charged with performing a successful system integration is faced with
a myriad of equipment boxes, components and cabling supplied from
numerous different equipment manufacturers. The only assurances on
EI_tI the manufacttlrer can tr_lthfully give the system integrator is that
a particular box or component when operated by itself in a specific
contr,_!Ied test environment will satisfy certain prescribed specifica-
tion lirnits on emission and snsceptibility. Since the operational system
environment is quite different than the test environment, the box can
be expected to have a significantly different et-nissh)n and susceptibility
s_-)ectr_lm when integrated into the vehicle system.
LTp to this time, there has been no practical method developed that
would be useful to the system integrator in the predesign phase to
determine the overall EMI environment of a large complex vehicle
system, Thus, it is necessary to conduct an expensive E/_II test pro-
gram with all the electrical system placed in a vehicle mockup. This
lest is _ or,,.ttxcted after design cornpletion and the EMI problems
_::covered necessitate, in many cases, a costly retrofit program, and
rc's._:,s _n a series of la_nch date slippages. Thv.s, a predesign E_NII
',_:'ediction pr_gram would offer the system integrator a two-fold
,,ct,.,,nt,_.ge. First, it would allow discovery of system E1MI deficiencies
in time for correction d_ring the design phase. Secondly, the predic-
tion progr_n_ _o_I_! pi'._.p,,int the critical interference areas for t.-nore
efficient llse Of test time rt'dring the EMI system test.
TEe _,_\ e:'all goal ot the current research contract }'..as been to deter-
mine t!_e feasibility of prediction of broadband near-field electro-
n'.;_g::etic interference it: the predesign phase of system development.
k ,-err :undaimenta! ana!vsis of the \aric_,_s cot_pi:_ng pat. Es between
b'.:_ck boxes of an assembled vehicle svstecn has been carried out.
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The result of this approach is a prediction method applicable to all
levels of system complexity (i.e. , black box to black box, subsystem
t,_ stage, stage to vehicle complex, and Vehicle to ground-support
_,q_ipment complex).
Fhe investigation has divided the various coupl!ng mechanisms into
two distinct parts. The first part is radiation coupling to which
prime emphas!s has been given in this report. The radiation coupling
study represents an extension of state-of-the-art analytic techniques
to veEicle interference coupling problems for which no satisfactory
soltttions presently exist.
1"he second part is a cable-to-cable coupling study which has resulted
in a computer-prediction program for the Saturn Instrument Unit.
This comp_lter program represents an improved extension of past
Boeing research on cable-to-cable interference prediction.
D2-90642- I
3,0 PREDICTION OF BROADBAND
NEAR-FIELD RADIATION COUPLING
Brc)adb,_nd near-field radiation coupling is a term used in this report
to cover a large category of coupling mechanisms. These mechanisms
include box-to-box, box-to-cable, box-to-stage, stage-to-vehicle, and
vehicle-to-grcound complex. The prime emphasis during this investi-
gation has been devoted to examining the feasibility of predicting box-
to-box coupling and the logical extension of these prediction techniques
to lar_er systems
3. 1 METHODS OF BOX LEAKAGE
Box-to-box coupling can occur from a variety of sources such as leak-
age through walls, seams, small apertures, cable entrances, etc.
Each of these leakage sources give rise to one common effect (i.e.,
external surface current flow_n the emitter box). It is the coupling
of these emitter box external-surface currents through re-radiation or
conduction to the receptor box that is the prime source of radiation
coupling between boxes.
The direct radiation coupling of internal emitter-box energy to a
receptor box win large apertures, such as ventilation holes, has not
been considered. Ttne reason is that the development and use of low-
power dissipation solid-state circuits for space applications has resul-
ted ;n forced-air cooling being replaced by cotd-piate cooling. ThL_b,
eq'_ipment boxes used in space vehicles are nc_t expected to have large
;tpert_re s.
3.2 CAVITY CONCEPTS APPLIED TO RADIATION COUPLING
In this rep_._rt, the interference problem is investigated as applied to
eqt_ipn:ent operated in a typical closed-vehicle system. The vehicle
shell forms an enclosure or cavity which contains metallic boxes
7
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enclosing a variety of instrument and telemetry circuits. The metallic
boxes are mounted on the vehicle shell and interconnected by cables.
The causes of the. mutual interference between the various circuits
are the transmission of the electromagnetic energy directly through
the metallic walls of the boxes, the leakage of the energy through
apertures ahd seams in the walls, and the coupling of the energy"
t
th*-n_,.1_ ,,_-;n.e ,_n_lnllnn m_r-h:ni=m_ h_f_x1_pn the _nte_re-nnnoc-tin_
cables .
The fundamental approach to the problem of radiation coupling, whicJl
does not involve conduction currents, is to treat the interfering device
as a radiating antenna which sets up electromagnetic fietd inside the
cavity forrned by the vehicle shell. The susceptibility environment of
the receptor boxes is then determined by the magnitude and direclion
,2I the electromagnetic field surrounding them, and by the voltages
induced in the interconnecting cables by the field. If the character-
is_ics of the radiating source are known, the field within the excited
cavity can be determined by employing the electromagnetic th_:0ry of
the cnvity resonators.
In this section, ,:arlous aspects of the interference problem :_re described
as applied to closed cavities. First, the radiation characteristi," s of
the i,=terferin_ equipment are considered. Second, the theory of !he
resonant cn\'ities is discussed starting from the Maxwell's equations
fl_r loss-free cavities, Various analytical methods are indicated to
include the eFfc'ct_ of lnssy walls, openings and pevturbing bodie3 on
_{_e field cont;_ration wit:l=in the cavity. In conclusion the e1¢¢ .... n-
t_;_A,_etic i_:_ka.ae into receptor circuits is considered.
% 2,1 Equivalent Dipoles of Interference Radiators
The interfering device, which represents a radiating source in t}_e
cnvit¥, is characterized by the currents existing on it. The strengtt',
and distrib',Ition of these c_lrrent_ determine the etectrom_,_net_c _ie!d
e,.-ervwtnere in the cavity. ©he of the tasks of the interference
}_,redict_on ts the e_aluntion of the radiating source.
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A direct calculation of the radiation characteristics of an equipment
from the ,.,oltages and currents in the electronic circuits enclosed in
the box is clearly impossible. Since experimental methods are
required, this implies that either the interfering equipment is avail-
ab!e for measL_r_.'mev, ts or that specifi¢:ations describing the radiation
characteristics of the equipment are available for interference predic-
tion. In the following discussion, it is assumed that a complete
assembly of a prototype equipment box is available so that it can be
activated in a laboratory under the sacne power and signal levels which
will exist when it is operated in the assembled vehicle system.
The distribution and strength of the radiating currents may be
measured directly by probe method, from which the field can l_e cal-
culated at any point. This method, perhaps difficult, could yield any
desired information with proper calculations. Another method is to
measure the interference field under pre-specified conditions and
locations. Both methods imply careful and laborious measurements
under difficult conditions, since the probes and other measuring
equipment will distort the measured quantity considerably.
If distances greater than the source dimensions are considered, the
problem of determining the strength of the source is simplified. Pro-
vided that the interfering equipment is much smaller than the wave-
lenRti: , orresponding to the frequency of measurement, the important
.'eatures of-the source can be determined by employing the principle of
s,aperp_._ition. The field from any radiating system may be repre-
sented bs" superpositi[on of multipole sources which consist of electric
and magnetic dipoles and higher-order multiooles. The relative con-
tributions of the various multipoles to the total field around the source
depend on the distance from the source. At distances greater than
sdurce dimensions, the electric and magnetic dipole terms are most
important: the contributions from higher-order poles are negligible.
This simplifies the problem considerably, since the strengths of the
equivalent dipoles can be meas_red more readily. The method of
measurement is to place tl_e interl/eri_-g equipment in a rectangular
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shielded room or cavity, and to measure the field stre'ngth at selected
places. The purpose of the shielded room is to provide a noise-free
space, free from other interfering sources, and to provide a known
b0unda, ry for the radiator. The known boundary condition enables
ex,_ct {heoreticai calc-lations nf the field ins__de the cavity in t._rm_ _f
the dipole strength, type, and orientation. These characteristics of
the radiating device are then determined from field measurements
taken at selected places on the walls of the shielded room. Once the
equivalent dipoles of the interfering device are found, the specifica-
tions of an interference-producing device c.an be established in terms
of the equivalent dipoles.
Considerable theoretical and experimental work regarding the deter-
ruination of the equivalent dipoles of interfering equipment by shielded-
room techniques "has been done by the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
References {'3) and (4) describe this work: the shielded rooms, the
placing of the interfering device in the room, the design and calibra-
tion of the field-sensing devices and their locations in the shielded
room. Theanalysis is based on the static fields of the dipoles, and is
"applicable to cases for which a volume distribution of electric and
magnetic dipoles may be represented .by an equivalent lumped electric
dipole and an equivalent lumped magnetic dipole. The exact conditions
re_ardin_ the! size of the room and the size of the interfering device
I
for the lumped dipole concept to be applicable are as follows:
.... +
!') Th+,, ,-_,ti_,t,_,; _hc,,,la ho much srr_..a!!er than the
wavelength +)f the interfering frequericy;
2) The distance of observation should be sn_aller than
a wavelength to be in the static field of the radiator;
3) The distance of the point at which the field is
measured to the source should be large compared
to the dimensions of the source.
The condition (1) is necessary if a piece of equipment under test is to
be represented by lumped equivalent dipoles. This is possible only if
ti_e surface c,,trrents ,_f the radiator have no phase difference along the
10
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paths. If the f_reatest linear dimension, d, of the source satisfies
the condition d < k/2_ , where k is the wavelength under considera-
tion, satisfactory engineerin_ results are obtained. The condition (2)
ensures that the measurements are made in the static fields of the
dipole since, for distances larger than ,k/2_ from a source, the
radiation field becomes important. The condition (3), which defines
the relative sizes of the screened room and the interfering equipment,
follows directly from the condition (2). If the measured field is the
static field of radiator, and if the dimensions of the radiator are less
than one-third of the shielded room dimensions, then the field excited
by the r_ _tor is s_milar to a small d_pole having the same dipole
moment. The shape of the screened room is chosen as a cubical room
because its symmetry simplifies calculations. Under the assumptions
of static fields, the computation of the field in the cavity is simplified
since tt_e principle of images is applicable.
The interfering equipment should be placed in the screen room at a
location and under conditions which resemble its actual conditions in
the fina! assembled system as closely as possible. The radiators, in
general, could be classified into two types regarding their location in
the assemb!ed system: grounded radiators and isolated radiators.
Eq_ipment which is coupl_ed to the vehicle shell directly by means of
c_nnecting cables, ground straps or indirectly by close proximity to
_heI! _,_'e classified as grounded radiators. Any equipment which is
,_e,'zerally used with no cable connections and is not coupled to ground
or any ,'_biect can be considered to be an isolated radiator. The
maioritv of the interfering equipment fall wi'_Ein the class of the
,or,_,_nded r;,dintors, s_nce most eq,_lipment _s expected to be located
near or on the vehicle shell.
To me;_sure the eqnivalent dipoles of grounded radiators, the interfer-
ing eq_lipment is placed on the floor of the screened roor_l (the floor
representing the ground plane which is the vehicle shell). The equiva-
Ii
lent dipoles of such equipment then contain only three components: a
vertical- electric, and two horizontal-magnetic The other two
iI
electric and one magnetic components do not produce appreciable
fields ,_s they are nearly cancelled by their images in the ground plane.
If the equipment is placed symmetrically at the center of the floor in
the rodin, then three sensing elements are required to determine the
strength of the _hree dipole com polaents. This is shown _n Figure 3. I
where two loop probes and one rod probe-is all that is required to
determine the three dtpoie components. The electric rod probe placed
directly above the radiator is sensitive to the electric dipole. Hence,
the induced voltage in the electric probe is proportional to the electric
moment 9f the radiator. The two loops, placed to obtain maximum
sensittvity, however, are sensitive to both electric and magnetic
dipoles
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The voltage induced by the electric dipole, E in one loop is 180 ° out
Z'
of phase in the second loop; the voltage induced by the magnetic dipole,
M , is in phase in both loops. Thus, subtraction of the voltage of
v
l_)op 1 trom that of loop 2 will give a voltage proportional to the elec-
tric dip_,le momeut, and tlne addition of the two volt;_ges will yield a
value proportional to magnetic dipole moment, My. To measure the
moment of the magnetic dipole M , the radiating equipment is rotated
x
00 ° and the above procedure repeated. These measurements of the
dipoles E z, M x,.. My yield, the values of their moments but not their
relative phase differences. However, if the resulting magnitudes of
the field components are ._dded directly, the maximum possible
interference field is obtained.
To measure the equivalent dipoles of large radiators, the effect of the
sp_cial current distribution on the magnitudes of the equivalent dipoles
must be determined. A method which removes the restriction of the
relative sizes of the screened room and the radiator is described in
the reference (3). Following this method, it is possible to evaluate
approximately'the magnetic dipole components of long radiators, but a
correction factor is necessary for the measured electric dipole. The
correction factor depends on the relative sizes of the room and of the
radiator: this means that a separate calibration is required for each
particular size and tFpe of the radiator.
Tl'_e _-nost general method to determine the equ'.',-alent dipoles by Xhe
scre._ned-r,.>,_m technique for all sizes of radiators and all frequency
ranges is to employ the full-series expressions for the field in an
excited c_vitv given by equations (1) and (2) in this section. As
shox_n i_ reference (4) for low-frequency ranges, the field at the
edges of a cubical cavity,' depends on the dipole strength and the spacial
c:lrre_:t distribution of the radiator. This still implies a calibration
facto:' for each size and type of radiator. However, if an accuracy of
about Z 3 db is acceptable, no calibration is required and the equiva-
lent dipoles may be determined by using only a limited number of
pr?bes at fixed locations on the cavity wails. 'Fo c, btain greater
accuracy, other methods shc_uld be investigated. J
i3
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Two poss'ible solutions tO the above problem may be anticipated. First,
insteac] of probing the field at a few selected points, the field could be
measured along the walls continually: This implies sliding probes and
slots in the walls, but the techniques are well known from waveguide
measurements. Second, the effect of resonance may be used. As shown
in equation (8) in this section, the field strength at resonance can be
calibrated readily at any point in the cavity if the quality factor, Q, of
the cavity, is known. As the J_ieid is given by comparattveiy simple
expressions, it may be possible to deduce the characteristics of the
radiator by few measurements at selected positions. Of course, this
means that a room of adjustable size is required.
Finally, it can be said that, although some amount of work still remains
to be done, the shielded-room technique appears to be the most pi_omis -
ing method to determine the equivalent dipoles of the radiator. Once
this is done, the noise field of the interfering device can be calculated
for any condition,
At dis[-aiY_es !qss tlia-n the dimensions of the radiator, higher-order
multip,_les cc_ntribute most to the field. There are no methods avail-
able on howto determine the multipoles of a radiator, but the problem
may be appro,_ched by some other techniques as outlined in Sections
3.._ ,_nd 3..4.
3.2.2 Excitation ot hte;tl Cavities
After the rac:tiation characteristics of an interfering device have been
determined, the next step is to find the magnitu_d.es and the directions
- I
ol the electric _n,I magnetic fields excited by the radiator within tile
c;_itv. The simplest case to consider is an ideal loss-free cavity.
formecl by perfectly-cond,,_cting walls. This type of cavity supports an
infinite number of so,_rce-free oscillations. To each oscillation, there
corresponds a resonant frequency f. = c_t/2_ and a definite field con-1
figur_tion El, H.. The resonant frequency and the field distribution1
t,t each oscillation or mode is determined by the geometrical shape
:_nd size of the cavity.
14
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A source in the cavity at a frequency off resonance will excite all t.he
resonant modes so that the total field will be a superposition of all the
resonant modes with proper amplitude factors. Since a loss-free
cavity is assumed, the source supplies energy to the cavity over one
part of the cycle, and the cavity acts as a reactive load on the exciting
source. If the cavity is excited exactly at one of its resonant frequen-
cies, the oscillations will build up to a very large value.
A mathematical derivation of the excited field in a cavity is given in
Appendix A. The results are presented here in equations (1) and (2}:
E= co2 - ooi2 • + o0L.M • dV
i
JHi . -
i l
+ toM • _i dV
(i)
(z)
where E and H are the total electric and magnetic field vectors
excited by the source, E. and H. are electric and magnetic fields of
-.__t _ t
the i's resonant mode, J and M are the electric and magnetic cur
rents of the source operating at frequency f = c0/2Tt. The integration
is performed over the volume, V, of the cavity.
The mode vectors, IE. and H., are functions of the three space
t t
coordinates, and have a characteristic distribution in each direction.
Thereiore, the summation over the index i in the above equations
acttla!lv consists of three summations:
i _. Ill n
where i_, m, and n are pqsitive integers 0, 1, 2 .... in the general
case. For cavities which are formed from rylindrical waveguides,
the cl::_racteristic modes are usually expressed as transverse
15
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magnetic {TM) and transverse electric {TE) modes with respect to
the l,ongitudinal direction. Simple dipole sources oriented in the.longi-
tudinal direction require only TM or TIE modes, but in general case,
both TM and TE characteristic modes are necessary to expand an
arbitrary field in a cavity:
_. = _.TM + _.TE
1 I I
_. := _.TM + _.TE
1 l 1
If there are several sources in the cavity, the total field is then a
superposition of the fields of equations (1), (2) from each source.
The resonant frequencies, _i, are functions of the geometry and size
of the cavity. The frequencies can be calculated exactly for cavities
which form cSordinate surfaces u = constant, v = constant,
w = constant of a coordinate system u, v, w for which the wave equa-
tion is separable. Finite conductivity of the cavity walls or the losses
in the dielectric medium render" the resonant frequencies complex so
that the frequency has an imaginary part. This describes an exponen-
tial time decay of the energy in a lossy cavity clue to the flow of energy
into the walls or due to the losses in the dielectric medium• The
complex resonant frequencies can be calculated approximately by
t)ertt_rb,n!it_nal and variational methods, as discussed in paragraph
_.2._.
The equati_ns {1), (2), have be_n derived assuming ideal cavities and
0
,,_,neral electric an_t mag_etic current sources. The main difficulty
i:_ t,,.alLtating the f_)rced tic, lds is the integral over the volume of the
c,_vity. E\en it" Ih_' ._nalytical expressions of current distributions
7. _ are known, il may not be possible to evaluate the volume
intc,_rals in a clos_,d form so That numerical methods are necessary.
The forced fields drip. to simple electric and magnetic dipole sources
i_" rectan_ular and circular cylindrical cavities are derived in
Appendix k,
• 16
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3.2. 3 Approximate Solutions of Cavity Perturbation Problems
The theory derived in Section 3.2. 1 is applioable to ideal cavities with
perfect boundaries enclosing homogeneous isotropic loss-free dielec-
tric medium with dielectric constant _ and magnetic permeability _.
I': tb_ interference problem, the vehicle shell forms lossy metallic
wails. Also enclosed within the cavity are various instrument and
telemetry chassis, cables and possibly other equipment. These fac-
tors represent a wide variety of irregularities which influence the
resonant frequencies and the field in a cavity. Exact calculations of
the effects of irregularities on the resonant frequencies and the char-
acteristic modes are seldom possible with present mathematical
techniques, but approximate values can be obtained by applying per-
turbational and variational methods. These methods employ the fact
that the electromagnetic problems can be expressed in a form of
integral equations instead of differential equations. Integration is a
summation process, and it is not necessary that each element of the
summation be correct. It is more important that the elements contri-
buting most tO the summation be correct, than that the ele.vnents of
minor contribution be correct. Even for the problems which can be
solved exactly, it may be more convenient to employ approximate
methods; for the evaluation of the exact solution may be much too
complicated.
The derivation of the approximate methods can be found in standard
texts (references 1 and 2). Some of the problems and the approxi-
mate solutions, as encountered in the interference prediction, are
outlined here.
The perturbational methods are applicable when a cavity differs but
,little trom a cavity whose characteristic modes and resonant frequen-
cies are known. The characteristic modes and the resonant frequen-
cies will differ but little from those ¢_fthe known cavity. The change
in resonant frequency and the quality factor, Q, of a cavity due to
lossy, walls can be calculated by perturbational method. The theory
17
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o( the skin effect, for metallic boundaries permits one to obtain a first
_,pDr,:)ximation for the change in resonant frequency from equation
(A. 161. Appendix A,
-J ZsH' H0dS
0
(_)
where E, I-I. _ represent the field and resonant frequency of the
cavity with lossv walls, having a surface impedance Zs: and E o, H(),
(0 0 represent the corresponding quantities of the original cavity with
perfectly-conducting walls. The surface and volume integrals are
taken over the cavity. Equation {3} is an exact expression for the
chan_e in resonant frequency due to tl_e lossy wails of the cavity.
Since the surface impedance of metallic boundaries is a very small
q,_anttty at most frequencies, it can be deduced that the tangential
electric field at the walls is still very small, and that the field distri-
bution within the lossv cavity-is nearly identical to the field distributi,m
witt_in tt_c curresi.u)nding loss-iree cavity. As a result of this, the
• _ _ ........ . .. -_ =::;5 . "
_lnknown- _txZeLd__F__--lL=j,!_=e,_atiot_ (3) may be approximaCm_ d. by the 1_<'_,
- _ . . :" " "3/&" _a'£,%
t vld.E_, ____4L_. ts done, the change in resortan_: l:reque-n_;_!-?!N_i
gi vi:,_l by
u2 -
(1
j g ZsIH012 (IS
fJI ((IEOI2 + bt [HoI2) dV
(4).
a.s t_,.r_t_,,,_,,d l)ef,)ru, t i_(. res,)nat_t frequency becomes complt, x wbc. n
i!_,. !,,sses {_', ,, ,a'.itv ;:_'_' _<)nsidered:
oJ o: +jw
r j (:_)
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whe re,
_X 2
oo _ cO0 -._ _ ,.,.._oIHoI dS
r 9.JJ] . {H0 {2 dV '
_e
gR s ill0 t2 d8
J 2fff_ [HOt2 dV
and Z = R + iX
S S s
The' quality factor, Q,
6
Q-
for a cavity is defined by
•_x energy stored in the cavity
energy lost per cycle to the walls
and can be shown to be (for a perturbed cavity)
(6)
The t o n_plex resonant frequency then can be written as
(1 +-J-)
= ¢Cr 2Q (7)
I 9
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The (orced fields in equat;ons (1); and (2) are now functions of "
_r_mplex resonant frequencies
a_ _mn = (g0 r) _mn + j ( og j) _mn
1
(_j) Iron - 2Q_m n '
For a loss-free cavity, the field becomes indeterminate with m = _0glrm,
being real Physically, a loss-free cavity is an unreali-to and _'_mn
zabie limiting-case: so that, in _ll practical cases, resonance cannot
be achievedwith real frequencies. The forced field near a complex
r_,sonant frequency can be calculated from equation {A..17}, Appendix A,
IIIl - - "1jEi :_" E. + M • H dV
'E(W'cci) - 2(w - c_i) _ l
(8)
wilh a similar expression i_,r lhe maRnetic field
• lu llno c;_sc ot a (te_enera(y. wl_(,n one unporturbed resonant frcqucncy
, and
corresponds 1_ se,.'er_i cl_araclcristic modes such as TM_,mn
TE. n:,,_le._ in ,i roctan_2_llar ¢avity, a number of complex resonant
, 171 l'i
f:'_'q:_,'_, i_'_ ,_; the- !mrturbed ca,, itv may be near each other. In these
c,,s_'_. _h_' :_r_ed li_'id t.q ,,t_t/ti!_ed from (A. 18), Appendix .,\,
!: il_'- ._ t M llir dV
E(ac) _ 2 ir ) " Eir
r I
(0)
r, I, 2 .... k
_-'--aJ i r,
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The equipment boxes within the cavity influence not only the resonant
frequencies but also change the field. As a starting point, the effect
of a small conducting body in an ideal cavity is investigated. By a
reasoning similar to the one used to derive equation (3), the ci_ange
La the resonant frequency due to a conducting perturbation is given by
+ :  0")dv
.LvI
where the integrations are performed throughout the volume, V', of
the det[ormed cavtt.y, and over the surface, /kS, of the deformation.
Expression (10) i8 exact if the fields "E, H are used. If the volume
of tl_e perturbing body [s small and if it forms a smooth inward per-
turbation of the cavity wall, the unknown field E, H maybe replaced
by the unperl:urbed field E 0, H 0. As seen from equation (10), the
change in resonant frequency depends on the size and On the location
of the perturbation.
¢
If t_@erturbing body is large, the perturbational technique becomes
difficult as the approximation E 0, H 0 f<Yr the unknown field introduces
a large error. A procedure which allows one to calculate the changes
in resonant frequencies and to determine the unknown fields E, H is
the..... ,.ari_ti_,_=l....._. _,_+_,,,._..._.._..._v_.:._,,,omethod en-,ploys the principle that the
eigenvalues or some other characteristic quantities of a boundary-
value problem is stationary. For example, if a resonant frequency of
a cavity is expressed as a variational integral of the field inside the
cavity, first-order approximation of the field results in £ second-
order approximation of the resonant frequency. The resonant frequency
[s insensitix, e to small variations of the field about the true field. A
systematic scheme for determining a finite set of approximate mode
functions and characteristic values to a given boundary value problem
is the Rayleigh-Ritz method which may be used when the cavity encloses
21
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a large number of perturbing bodies. The Rayleigh-Ritz method is
based on the variational integral, whose stationary values correspond
to the true; eigenvalues, when the true mode vectors are employed in
the integr_nd.
The details of the perturbational and variational methods are developed
in references (1), (2). Reference {5) is an exhaustive treatment of
waveguides and cavities.
[_2:._4_._E)ectromagnetic Leakage into Receptor Circuits
In order /or any interference to becon]e effective, it must {in some
way ol- other) reach the receptor circuits. Complete shielding of the
receptor circuits is never possible because there always are connect,
ing cables entering the equipment., and there may be discontinuities
in the metal shielding. These fa.ctors provide coupling between the
external and internal space of an equipment box.
The coupling takes tim form of electromagnetic energy leakage through
apertures {such as seams, long slits, connectors) and conduction
interference ,.ia (ables. The leakage through apertures has been
extensively, sl_Mied by lhe Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in refer-
en__c (8). ,_nd will not he considered in this report. If the field o_ttside
lhe encl_s,tre is known, tt_e le.akage may be calculated from Bethe's
feet)',", .... s_,_!! ap.e'ct'.t:'.,_s. Tb.e c.:'.nd,action interfere::,'.e via cables is
c_nsidere_! in Section -t. ri of this report.
On,. c_,z!>lina mech;Jnist_._ wl-ich has not been considered beh_re is the
p._,_nci}c inrl_lctior, ,. ia t_b!es or wires entering the enclosure.
C;,blc,s ur wi:',..s tt,,,,,'ti;,.r witl_ (_q_iprnent enclosures and the ground
plane t:q,:_\ t(,rm ;t cl,,s,.d 1,_np in which a voltage is induced by the
external field Fhe c_rrcnl in the loop may be comiucted inside the
enclosure _:_t ma,,: inlerfc, re witl_ the electronic circuits directlx/ or
2L.
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establish a field by reradiation. A typical example is shown in
Figure 5.Z where aIoop is formed by two equipment boxes, cable
shield, and the cavity wall.
r
EQUIPMENT
•/ .OXES' \
• _-_ CONNECTORS _ . .
liilili lillil1111//211"//2// ///2
CAVITY WALL------"
FIGURE 3.Z. LOOP FORMED BY COAXIAL
CABLE & EQUIPMENT BOXES
The voltage in the loop which produces tlie current,
from
II '
I, is calculated
where H is "_-t,,=.....,,,=,g .....+;_,. flelA.._ in the cavity enclosed by. the loop, and
S is the area enclosed by the loop. The current, 12, in the inner
conductor is created by the leakage of current I 1 through the shield.
If a twisted pair instead of a coaxial cable is considered, the interfer-
ence [.s carried by longitudinal currents in the twisted pair
The energy leakage through walls is possible for low-impedance fields.
In most instances, the strength of the external field, surrounding the
enclosure will not be known exactly unless numerical methods are
used to solve the boundary-value problem. As a first approximation,
it can beassumed that the enclosure is immersed in the undisturbed
23
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field H O, E O. The surface current on the enclosure is then
J = nxH 0S
where n points into the region of field. In case of apertures in the
walls, the field E 0, H 0 is a first approximation to use for calculations
of equivalent dipoles of an aperture.
3.3 LUMPED CIRCUIT MODELS FOR CLOSELY-SPACED BOXES
The cavity expressions of Section 3.2 have been shown to be valid for
box coupling at all regions except for very closely-spaced boxes.
Other methods have been investigated to develop analytic prediction
models for the case of closely-spaced boxes. One of the more pro-
mising .methods, involving lumped-circuit approximations, is described
in this section.
Lumped circuits are usable when the dimensions of the system being
considered are much less than awavelength {about 1/16 of a
wavelength or less).
At these frequencies, the radiation resistance is negligible, and the
inductances are constant and equal to the low-frequency values.
In order to test the lumped-circuit model predictions, it was decided
to use a set-up which was simpler than actual box-to-box coupling,
but still approximating it. Instead of standard boxes, "degenerate"
boxes or sheets were used as receptors and emitters, as shown in
Figure 3.1.6. Here, the situation is much simpler, and it was
deemed necessary to be thoroughly familiar with this situation in
order to understand the more complicated box-to-box case. As a
check to the degree of electromagnetic similarity between the two
cases, a box as a receptor was connected to ground through a short
24
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wire. A Stodda'rt current probe was used to monitor the current in
the wire. The results, Paragraph 3.5.4, agreed closely to the sheets
which were used as receptors throughout the rest of the experimental
_'ork.r
In the lumped-circuit approach, it was assumed that the current on the
emitter surface was sinusoidally varying in time, and that it was con-
stant _n direction and magnitude along the surface. The input current
to the emitter is approximately twice the current on the outer surface
of the emitter, since the current splits evenly and flows on both sides
of the sheet.
3.3. 1 Capacitive Coupling Between Closely-Spaced Boxes
q
t
Consider the situation illustrated in Figure 3.3. A box is radiating
with the characteristics of an electrical current loop in a plane perpen-
dicular to a ground plane. A box at a distance d from the emitter is
the receptor of the electromagnetic radiation. To determine whether
interference will occur or not, it is necessary to know the current
induced on the receptor bol surface. When the product of frequency,
f. and distance, d, is much less than 2-'_ times velocity of light,
then the lumped-circuit model can be used to predict the current.
The capacitive equivalent-circuit model is shown in Figure 3.4.
FIGURE 3.3
25
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,,)E
C
l_ 12
FIGURE 5.4
Tb, e capacitance represents the mode of coupling between the receptor "
sheet (represented by Z 2) and the emitter sheet (represented by Z1).
The current I 1 is the current on the emitter surface, and 12 is the cur-
rent on the receptor surface. The voltage around the second loop of
Figure 3,4 is
(I2 -11) Z 1 + + 12 = 0
by Kirchoff's volt,_lze law.
rat io is
Thus, the magnitude of the s,trt'ace currenl
1
+ Z +_
I1 Z1 fi jo2C
I2 Zl
Z 1 and Z 2 ;_re ti_e impedances of the emitter and receptor sheets,
rcspect_ivoly, and C is the capacitance between the two plates.
I"o obtain the wo_rst case, the v,:lue of C was taken as that between two
t)_ ral].el pl;_tc+s. Tl;,is,
¢ A
0
C - d "
+: 26
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whe r e
and d
e 0 is the dielectric constant of air,
is the plate separation.
A is the area of the plates,
The impedances of the two sheets are given by
r/ = I1 -t-";'t _ L
"_1 - ZZ _" ' _2a W
(11)
where _ is the frequency in radian/sec. , a the Conductivity of the
metal being used, 1_ the permeability, L the length of the conductor
and W its width.
Typical values of 11/12 were calculated and plotted in Figure 3.5.
An electrlcally clean, controlled situation was set up in the laboratory
to verify the results. Because of measurement problems, itwas
decided to simulate the actual situation in the laboratory, as shown in
Figure 3.16 in Paragraph 3.5.Z.I. The reason for this set-up is
that no method for determining absolute values of surface current had
been determined. Thus, the Stoddart No. 91550-I current probe was
used to determine the current flowing through a wire inter-connected
between the plate and ground: The set-up is a first approximation to
the actual one likely to occur in the Instrument Unit. Figure 3.17
(of 3.5.Z.I) shows the method of measuring Iz. To check that the
full clurrent through Zz' was being measttred, the capacitance between
the plate and ground was measured.
The capacitive reactance was determined to be about 100.fl at 40 Mc
and a distance of 1/4 inch away from the ground plane, while the,
internal impedance of the wire andplate is about 3 x 10"Zfl Thus,
it was shown that only negligible leakage occurred between the plate
and the ground through the capacitance.
Z7
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3.3.2 Coupling Between Boxes Interconnected by A Cable
The Other lumped-circuit model which was studied is that of coupling
between two boxes inter-connected by- a cable as shown in Figure 3.6
FIGURE 3.6
Originally, two possible mec__anisms of coupling were considered.
One was the conduction of a portion of the emitter-box surface current
to the receptor box via the inter-connecting wire. The second was the
inductive Coupling between the emitter magnetic dipole and the loop
formed by the wire and ground plane. It was determined experimentally
(Paragraph 3.5.4) that resistive coupling through the cable was neg-
ligible compared to the inductive coupling.
Figure 3 7 shows the 1..zu_-_-_peu .... :,,=15nt- r'i_'c'uit model for the case of
inductive coupling which holds when 2_ f'd< < c. For this model,
the surface current ratio is given by
29
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L1 L2
11 12 Lr_l
FIGURE 3.7
Predictions have not been made using this model because of the com-
plexity of determining a value for M. However, two methods are
available adaptable to computer solution.
One method _f determining M, the mutual inductance, is to take two
experimental readings of the ratio 12 to I 1 at two different frequen-
cies. Then eliminating L 2, M can be solved for since Z 2 is known
from equation 11. However, since magnitudes are being taken, this
procedure is lengthy. The other method involving direct calculation
of M from _ts definition is lengthy also. The method essentially con-
sists Df.repI;tcingportions of the current paths by straight-line
sections, :,rut cstim_ting the couplin_ from these. The m_ltu;tl
ind_l<t,_nc(,, fi_r one such parallel pair is given in Figure 3.8.
/
¢/ J
/8
/ /
I-
Q
f/ /
d
FIGURE 3.8
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M- tn
41r
(A + a)a' (B + b)b
(C + c)c (D + d)d I + (C + D)
" (A + B)
A co_.,putcr s"-broutine _n,,1_ be devp]npe_l for the solution of this equa-
tion, which will allow application of the prediction modelto the variety
of box geometries that will be encountered.
3.3.3 Results and Conclusions
The results for capacitive coupling as discussed in Paragraph 3.5.2.1
%
indicate that this type will not cause interference below 10 Mc. Typi-
cal values of surface-current ratios were calculated and checked by
experiment (see Figure 3.5). The predicted values of -130 db were
verified by the measurements at frequencies less than 2 Mc. At higher
frequencies, there was a noticeable rise in the ratio. This was attri-
buted to inductive coupling increase and to resonances of the shielded
room, wherein the measurements were taken. The requirement that
2n i:d _. < c is not satisfied above frequencies of 10 Mc. Thus,
this model no longer holds, and correlation with experiment was not
expected. However, u.p to 10 Mc, the measured results were close to
predicted values.
Further work needs to be done to extend the frequency range wherein
couplin_ can be predicted.
3.4 PREDICTION BY NEAR-FIELD EXPRESSIONS
A preliminary investigation has been m_de into the feasibility of inter-
ference prediction in an enclosure using the free-space, near-field
expressions for electric and magnetic dipoles. The purpose of con-
sidering this approach is to see if the resultant expressions are more
readily adaptable to computer solution than the cavityexpressions of
Paragraph 3.2.1.
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3.4.1 The Near Fields of An Emitter Loop in A Cavity
The analytic model selected to evaluate the applicability Of the near-
field expressions was an emitter !oop acting as a magnetic dipole..
The complete theoretical expressions for the fields in spherical
coordinates in the vicinity of such a source are given by the following
equat ions
-= 2---_ e k-_ + cos 8
-i k ,_/ 142 .
HO :: I__S_Se _-
4Y r
sin O
4Y
sin O
whe r e k : 2Ir f _v_
f = frequency
r = distance to the observation point
] = current
s --area enclosed by the loop
i'_t
;tt_¢| _he time dependence, e" , is understood. These field expres-
sions are v;_]id 3t distances r large compared to the loop radius r O.
It wiJl be rec(_gnized that these equations are identical to the field
eq_tatiens f_r an infinitesimal oscillating magnetic dipole except that
_}'t' m;,_n.etic dipole moment rn has been replaced by IS, the prod,tct
ot the lo_o[) • ttrrent and loop area.
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The three spacial components of the field are mutually perpendicular
at any point.withtwo being magnetic (H r and H 9) and one electric
(E0)" It will be noted that there are terms in these field equations
that vary as
p
1 1 1
-_' "-Z' and -_ .
r r
These describe the quasi _tatic, "-: :--'.--*'^- a'-d +_-',_,-_,_;_+_,_ncnm
ponents, respectively. The quasi static term in l/r 3 does not
involve K, and so is independent of frequency. The induction field
term 'is proportional to frequency being an induced field, and the
radiation term is proportional to the square of frequency.
In the vicinity of the emitter and with
netic with the 1/r 3 term dominant.
are then given by
K < l/r, the fields are rang-
The magnetic field components
I S cos 8
Hr =
2 y r 3
IS sin{}
H8 - 4Y r 3
Calculations were made to determine the accuracy of these expressions
in predicting the fields of an emitter loop in a cavity. The configura-
tion examined is shown in Figure 3.9, where it {s seen that only the
H_ component will couple to the pickup loop. Thus, calculations of
Hq were corrlpared to the corresponding measured values as shown
L
!n Figure 3.33_ Paragraph 3._.8.
The presence of a finite ground plane is considered by bounding the
problem with theoretical curves for both no ground plane and an
infinite ground plane.
. 33
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The results show that the_prediction is good at distances greater than
one emitter dimension away.
i
Because of tlie preliminary nature of the study, in this area, no det'inite
conclusions o_o the applicability of near-field expressions for predict
t ion shou]d be made. It is recognized that this approach would at best
_ive rough• approximations to the fields, and will require further
eva]uation in follow-on work.
3. -% EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
Experimental investigation of various modes of coupling between
equipment boxes in a closed structure has been directed primarily
toward obtainin_ measurements to confirm theoretical results, flow-
ever, other experiments have been intended to obtain coupling data
under conditio_Is that cannot be readily analyzed theoretically. The
ultimate purpose of all experimental measurements [s to determine
re_distic input data for n digital computer interference-prediction
program.
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3.5, 1 Determination of Leakage Sources per MIL-I-6181D
When considering electromagnetic coupling between two circuits, it is
desirable to know the path or paths of maximum energy transfer.
MIL-I-6181D has a standardized method of obtaining radiation levels.
It was decided to use this method to determine the primary radiation
sources of a typical "black box". This method leaves much to be
desired, as far as obtaining an absolute lev_l of r_d_atiorA, L.._uu_it is
often satisfactory for making relative comparisons. As such, the
data obtained should be evaluated as a comparison of different
radiation mechanisms.
3.5. I. 1 Test Confisurations
The MIL-l-6181Dtest set-up is shown in Figures 3. i0 and 5. II The
"blacklbox" used in this test was a 12" x 10 v' x 9" brass box witha
removable lid. A coaxial cable from a signal generator external to
the screen room was connected to the box and terminated in a rod
antenna inside the box. This excitation was designed to give maximum
current flowing over the seam between the lid and the box. The radial
tion level was measured Withtlle lid on loose and on tight. These
measurements were made with no wires connected to the box.
A three-wiz'e cable was connected betweenthe box and the line-
sta_bi!i_t_ networks (LSN's) simulating a power cable. The power
line was two feet in length and mounted two inches above the table top.
Each of the ungrounded leads was terminated in a line-stabilization
6etwork (LSN). The third wire was grounded to the box at several
t
different positions. It was noted that a considerable variation in
radiation level occurred as a function of the grounding position.
1
In addition, shielded pairs and coaxial lines were connected to
simulate signal leads.
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3.5. I 2 Results
Alow-signal level could be detected with the lid on tight. There was
an increased level with the screws loosened (see Figure 3.12}. How-
ever, when a three-wire power cord was added (terminated in 50 ohms
inside the box and terminated in a LSN outside), the radiated level
increased substantially (Figure 3.,12). An increase a18o occurred
with a shielded twisted pair terminated in a 50-ohm load in the box.
It wa_ determined that the tightness of the lid did not affect the
i
measured level from the wires. ThisAndicates that thelower signal
levels do not measurably add to the radiation leveIs of higher energy
leakage sources. It was found that when the third wire ground and
shields were grounded internal to the box, rather than outside, the
radiated levelwas measurably h_gher (see Figures 3.13, 3.14, and.
3.1 t.
The results of th_s type of test indicate that the radiation level
measured under these conditions is primarily from wires connecting
to the box.
3.5.2 Simulation of Emitter Box as A Magnetic Dipole
A possible source of radio interference is the current flow on the out-
side surface of metallic equipment boxes. A laboratory simulation of
an emitter box acting as a magnetic dipole was made The emitter
was simulated by a sheet of brass, 12 inches square and 0.032 inches
thick, with the bottom edge firmly attached to the copper-covered
table. The sheet was fed from a signal source outside of the screen
room through a well-grounded coaxial cable. The outer conductor of
the coax was grounded to the table at the level of the copper cover
while the inner conductor continued to the top of the brass sheet. To
improve the uniformity of the current sheet, the center conductor was
split to attach at the three points along the upper edge of the brass
• sheet, Inl_ut current wa_ m0nitorvd by & Stoddl_rt Modtil 91550-1
3B
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current probe surrounding the extended center conductor of the coax.
With the emitter box acting as a magnetic dipole, measurements were
made of the induced currents in various types of receptor configura-
tions. Some of thelmore significant laboratory simulat{ons and results
are discussed below.
3.5.2.1 Receptor Boxa _ Electric Dipole
The coupling between the simulated emitter box and a receptor as an
electric dipole was determined as shown in Figure 3.16 and 3.17. ,%.
twelve-Lnch squaro sheet parallel to the emitter sheet was tested as a
receptor.
The, current from the bottom of the receptor sheet to the table top was
monitored. This _imulated a box with connection to the common
ground plane only through the box mounting. At frequencies lower
than approximately two megacycles, the coupling was less than the
sensitivity of the test equipment (100 db). At higher frequencies, the
readings increased as a function of frequency at a rate of approximatel 7
15 db per octave, and were independent of the spacing between emitter
and receptor; thus, these readings were actually due to stray fields
created by high-frequency effects such as resonant effects and stand-
ing waves on various structural elements of the test set-up. The only
positive result of the test is that the induced current in the receptor is
at least I00 db below the inpu_ current to the ern_itter at frequencies
be!ow two megacycles. This result agrees with the lumped-circuit
prediction models which are discussed in Paragraph 3.3. Figure 3.18
illustrates the test data. Although a smooth point-by-point plot of the
data is meaningless because of the resonances, the general trend of
the data is obvious.
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3.5.2.2 Receptor Box as A Magnetic Dipole
Tests were also conducted under conditions differing from that dis-
cussed above by having the wire that carried the induced current
connected to the top of the receptor sheet instead of the bottom. This
i
simulated a box grounded only through internal wiring. The copper
sheet-to-ground plane capacity completed a receptor loop and was
expected to increase magnetic coupling. A comparison o¢ data under
this condition (Figure 3.19) with Figure 3.18 shows the same general
increase of coupling with frequency of 15 db per octave. However,
the current level was higher, as expected, and a decrease in coupled
t
current as a function of emitter-receptor spacing was evident.
When the bottom and top edges of the receptor sheet were both
grounded (the rest of the set-up remaining as described above), the
induced current varied with frequency and spacing as shown by
Figure 3.20. In this case, the receptor forms a complete conductive
loop, so that considerable magnetic coupling should occur. Below ten
megacycles, the induced current was a slow function of frequency,
increasing only about 0.75 db per octave, and a nearly linear function
of spacing, about 1.25 db per inch. However, above ten megacycles,
the same 15-db-per-octave increase in current with frequency and the
spacing independence observed under the two conditions described
above was again observed.
It is probable that the curves of Figure 3. 18 and 3.19 at lower fre-
quencies would resemble those of Figure 11, if the measuring
equipment .had s'uffic lent sens it ivity.
3.5.3 Comparison of Current Sheets to Actual Boxes
The box-to-box coupling experiments were further extended to the use
of actual boxes for receptors. The purpose of the test was to show
correspondence between the measurements using simulated and actual
47
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boxes. Measurements were made using boxes of the following
configur at ions :
a)
b)
An aluminum box with all twelve edges carefully
welded with continuous bead (.Figure 3.21),
A brass box having the lid tightly secured by
machine screws spaced two inches apart
(Figure 3.22).
The induced current was measured by a current probe, placed
around a wire running from a corner nearest the table top ground
plane but most remote to the emitter sheet. Measured data, shown
as Figure 3.23, hasthe same general characteristic as the data for
the thln-sheet simulation (Figure 3.18). The induced current at
frequencies below six megacycles was again too low to be measured.
3.5.4 Box-to-Box Coupling with Interconnecting Cable
Experimental tests were conducted to find the predominate mode of
two proposed modes of box-box coupling, in the presence of an inter-
connecting cable. The first proposed mode was based on the conduc-
tion of emitter curret_ts to the receptor through the interconnecting
cable. The second mode postulated that the receptor currents were a
result of inductive cOupling of emitter magnetic field (transformer
action) into the loop formed by the cable and ground plane.
To evaluate the first mode, a wire was stretched between the emitter
current sheet and a similar receptor sheet mounted on the copper
table cover nine feet away', as shown by" Figures 3.24 and 3.25. This
test set-up simulated two boxes having a direct interconnecting cable.
The test results, Figure 3.26, show that the current along the wire is
independent of frequency upto about 20 megacycles. The current
along the wire wa.s also independent of the distance from the emitter,
below E0 megacycles.
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The. wire was removed from direct contact with the emitter for a test
of the second mode of coupling. This time, the wire ran perpendicular
to the ground plane, one-quarter inch from the emitter face for four
inches; after a right-angle bend, it continued on to the receptor plate
as for the first mode test.
As shown o_ Figures 3.__,6 and 3 . 27 , there is very little difference
between the current along the wire when it is connected to the emttter
or when it is not connected. Thus, it has been established that the
magnetic coupling is predominant.
3. 5.5 Box-to-Grounded Cable Coupling Measurements
An experiment was conducted to determine the current induced in a_'7 ''
wire or cable sh.ield as a function of the distance between grounding
points. The test configuration and results are shown by Figure 3.2_8,
The current measured on the horizontal wire near the emitter plate
actually decreased at a slow rate as a function of wire length. The
d_crease was probably because the principle mode of coupling was
between the current in the emitter face and tile portion of the wire
which was parallel to the current. Adding length to the wire loop
increased the impedance of the current path without materially
increasing the induced voltage.
3.5.6 Determination of Receptor-to-Ground Plane Capacitance
The capacity between the copper-covered table and a perpendicular
conducting plate of the size used for box-to-box coupling simulation
was measured as a func.tion of height above the ground plane. The
result of this measurement and a similar measurement, using a box
instead of a thin plate, is shown by Figure 3.29.
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3.5.7 Magnetic Field Probe Cal!bration
In order to measure the magnetic field intensity produced by an emit-
ter, it was necessary to calibrate a Boeing-built probe. The probe,
sketched as a part of Figure 3.30, is an electrostatic shieldedloop.
The center conductor forms a loop, with its end short circuited to the
outer conductor. The outer conductor is split so that electric field
coupling is neutralized.
Calibration, as shown in Figure 3.31, was accomplished by measuring
the voltage induced in the small probe when placed in the center of the
large prob e (uniform field region ) as a function of the input current in
the large circular loop. The magnetic field intensity in the center of
the large loop was calculated from the measured current and loop dia-
meter, and plotted as a function of probe output voltage. The results
are shown by the family of calibration curves, Figure 3.30.
3.5.8 Magnetic Field Produced by A Rectangular Loop
The magnetic field intensity produced by a rectangular loop of wire
was measured with the calibrated probe of Paragraph 3.3.7 as a
function of distance from the loop (see Figure 3.32). The loop had the
same configuration as the current sheet emitter of Paragraph 3.5.Z,
except that the thin plate was replaced with wire. Figure 3.33 shows
the measured magnetic _,_ ..... _,,oity along with "'-" '-^ -':--' _" '_
intensity, assuming an infinite ground plan e and assuming no ground
plane. Since the actuai measured data for frequencies higher than
200 kilocycles were essentially independent of frequency, a single
average curve was used to represent the field from 200 Kc to 30 Mc.
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4.0 CABLE-TO-CABLE INTERFERENCE
PREDICTION COMPUTER PROGRAM
Prediction of cable-to-cable coupling by means of a computer program
hasbeen the subject of extensive research efforts at Boeing for many
years. The knowledge gained from past research programs has been
extended and modified for application to the Saturn Instrument Unit.
4.1 SPECTRUM CONCEPT
The basic m_thod of approach in the computer program is shown
pictorially in Figure 4. 1.
l
EMITTER h j_] RECEPTOR• El RI
I jj CABLENETWORK
RECEPTOR
R2 .
i
" EMITTERE2
EMITTER
* SPECTRUM
El
+
ATTENUATION
SPECTRUM
i/
f f
INTERFERENCE
SPECTRUM
R2
FIGURE 4. 1 SPECTRUM CONCEPT
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Each circuit is given an appropriate emission and susceptibility
spectrum, since every circuit is capable of being both an emitter
and a receptor of energy.
The emission spectrum is a composite output spectrum of the normal
signal as well as the harmonic and spurious components the circuil:
will generate. The susceptibility spectrum indicates what input levels
would cause significant interference when the circuit is considered as
a receptor.
Six broad categories of basic circuit types have been selected to cover
all anticipated types of circuits. These basic circuit types are:
1) Power,
Z) Switch,
5) Signal,
4) Modulated,
5) Servo,
' 6) Squib.
Ap_ud_ _ cQ_a.ins t_ development of the emitter and receptor
su_._!:|_.y:_"tl_:_:r_:W/l_nding to these basic circuit types.
The emission spectrum of one circuit can be coupled as interference
into:a second circuit by either intercable capacity or mutual induc-
tance as shown in the equivalent circuit of Figure 4.P-.
The computer program generates an effective attenuation spectrum to
represent the cable-coupling network. The attenuation spectrum modi-
fies the emission spectrum, and with additional allowances for shielding
and twisting, the resultant spectrum is that present at the receptor
input.. A check is made to see if the level of this resultant spectrum
approaches or exceeds the level of the susceptibility spectrum of the
receptor. A 6-db safety factor is used in the spectrum comparison.
The computer program will predict an interference condition if the
computed spectrum which can be coupled to the input of a receptor is
within 6 db of the receptor's susceptibility level. This safety margin
67
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can be changed depending on judgment and the fineness required for
the analysis. The 6-db value was selected primarily because it is the
same margin of safety which must be proven in MILoE-6051C system
compatihility tests.
When the computer finds a potential interference condition, a printout
of the parameters of the two circuits and other diagnostic information
is made. The computer program continues to run until all the emitters
have been checked to see if any one would interfere with any one of the
receptors.
4. Z DERIVATIONS OF COUPLING EQUATIONS
The equivalent circuit of Figure 4.2. is used to find the amount of
cable-coupled interference. This circuit has been extensively analyzed
(Appendix C) to determine an optimum method of solution for use in
the computer prediction program. The five methods of solution
considered are:
Method I.
Method II.
Method III.
Method IV.
Method V.
Complete Loop Equations,
Capacitive & Magnetic Coupling
Calculated separately and then
added together,
Same as Method II except capacitance
to ground and receptor circuit self
inductance is neglected,
Same as Method III but impedances
considered real numbers,
Straight- Line Approximation with
no self inductance.
These five methods have been compared as to validity and analytic
complexity. Allfive methods include both capacitive and magnetic
coupling, and all give identical answers at frequencies below one
megacycle. Above one megacycle, the solutions vary from the exact
solution (Method I), depending upon the amount of simplification used.
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It is desirable to employ the simplest approach possible consistent
with the attainment of specified prediction accuracy. The results,
Table I, show that the simplest approach (Method V) is by far the
most practical, because it does not impair accuracy beyond tolerable
limits and greatly reduces the computation time of the computer
prediction program.
TABLE I.
Error Error Maximum
Method at 1 Mc at 10 Mc Error
Normalized
Cornputat ion Time
I
II
III
IV
V
0 db 0 db 0 db 1.0
0 db 2 db 6 db 0.5
0 db 1.5 db 6 db. 0.2-5
0 db 3 db 6 db 0.09
0 db 5 db 6 db 0.009
The computer has been programmed to use the coupling equations of
Method V given in AppendixC. By Use of these equations, a single
__1 _..,_. c:_.= ,1- ..... ¢.......... allows ,_.... _ ...... ,...............
of the attenuation spectrum of the coupling networks.
4.3 COMPUTER DETERMINATION OF MUTUAL
LENGTH BETWEEN CIRCUITS
The interference coupling between circuits is caused by intercable
capacity and mutual inductance. Each of these quantities is a function
of the mutual length existing between the two circuits. Thus, a com-
puter prediction program must have the capability of determining
70
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mutual length between arbitrary wire routes. A practical method to
do this has been developed for the cylindrical structure represented
by the Saturn Instrument Unit.
4.3.1 Coordinate System
A cylindrical coo.rdinate system has been chosen wherein any point is
.l_r..._:__ !_. t*,_,: (e_ n_.2:.._ {T-_ ___1 ^__1_ s A _ _1_ ..... :_
Figure 4.3.
• TOP
.j
A = 0° _So
FIGURE 4.3 VEHICLE COORDINATE SYSTEM
For the specific geometry and equipment layout of the Saturn Instru-
ment Unit, all the radius values can be considered constant. Each
circuit will be given a wiring routing code in terms of the S and A
parameters (e.g., SmA m, SmA 1, S1A 1 ..... SnAn), where m
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subsFripts are the originating plug coordinates and the n subscripts
are the terminal plug coordinates. Thus as an example, the routing
of the two circuits shown in Figure 4.4 would be encoded as Table II..
TABLE II.
WIRE ROUTE TABLE
CIRCUIT 1 CIRCUIT 2
S2A 1 S3A 3
S2A 2 S3A 2
SIA 2 SIA 2
S1A 4 S1A 5
A A 3A 1 2
I I I
A 4 A 5
I 'I
t I
I I
I I
I I
I t
i I
I tI
t I
t I
I t
FIGURE 4.4 CYLINDER ROLLOUT VIEW
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4.3.2 Mutual Length Determination
To determine the mutual length, the wire routing table for the two cir-
cu_.ts ,:Jill be tested as follows. Circuit (1) route table is searched for
two consecutive station entries that are identical such as SzA 1, SzA 2.
Then, circuit (2) is searched for the identical consecutive station
entries. When none is found, this means that there, is no mutual
length along that station line. The circuit {1) table is searched for
the next consecutive station entry (S1A 2, S1A4). Searching circuit (2)
shows it has the same identical consecutive station entry (SIA2, S1A5).
Thus, there is a potential of mutual length at Station S 1 between
circuits (_) and (2).
E
The amount of mutual length is found by arranging the angle values in
ascending 'order as shown.
X
........... l A2(2) A2
Y
I
A5 [
The computer compares the X column entries and selects the largest.
(This is the start of the mutual length.) For this case, it is A 2. The
minimum of the Y column is selected (this is the end of the mutual
length), and for this case, it is A4. Finally, Ymin Xmax = A4 A2
i( found. This last answer is the mutual length if positive. Note, _f
it comes out negative, there is no mutual length. The latter occurs
when circuit (1) stops before circuit (2) starts.
The mutual length so determined is expressed as an angle in degrees
or radians and must be converted to units of length using the relation
-- RA;
R is the cylinder radius
A is the angle in radians
73
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The same procedure is followed in searching the circuit route tables "
+ for two identical consecutive angle entries in each circuit. This
ind[catesa potential mutual length_ along an ........._,gl,_ 1;ne " ,ra.,,,=........._v_uAting
pairs are ordered again in table form,
(1)
(z)
x Y
s1 s2•
II
S1 S3
and testing as before, the mutual length is found to be S?+ - S 1 with
the same check on polarity as before. The total mutual length Ls then
=R .+tm (A 4 - A2) (S2 - $1).
4.4 GENERAL PROGRAM OPERATION
4.4. 1 Program Flow Chart
t
The general operation of the computer prediction program is given in
the Program Flow Chart in Figure 4.5.
The card input data to the program describes the collection of circuits
to be examined for the purpose of prediction of cable-to-cable EMI:
A collection of wire routes is also input on cards; the data sheet for
each circuit includes a reference to one of these wire routes, thereby
defining the position of the circuit within the vehicle.
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Each circuit represented in the input data must be one of the following
six types, according to its signal characteristics: power, switch,
signal, modulated signal, servo, and squib. A description of these
circuit classes and the rnoclels used for the emitter and receptor sus-
ceptibility spectra for each class of circuit are described in Appendix B.
As each set _ of input data cards describing a single circuit is read, the
emitter and receptor spectra are constructed for that circuit. When
an emitter spectrum has been so constructed, that spectrum and all
coupling information input for the circuit is written on magnetic tape
or drum. A similar set of data is recorded on tape or drum whenever
a receptor susceptibility spectrum _s constructed for a circuit. After
all'sets of Circuit-description data cards have been read andthe spec-
tra constructed, then two lists of spectra and coupling information are
available. All circuits which may function as emitfers have the neces-
sary descriptive information entered in one list, while the second list
is similarly made up of such information for each of the receptor
circuits.
For each emitter-recePtor circuit pair to be examined, the program
first makes a unity coupling test (i.e., checks for the possibility of
interference when all the emitter energy is coupled into the receptor
_ircuit). If no interference can result under this condition, no further
examination of this emitter-receptor pair is made. Otherwise, if
interference is a possibility, the program computes a "mLttual -wire
ength for the emitter-receptor pair the mutual wire length being
the distance the circuit leads travel together in the vehicle. No fur-
ther examination need be macle if the mutual length is zero; the
emitter-receptor pair is not considered a potential interference pair.
Otherwise, a coupling spectrum is computed on the basis of mutual
wire length, mutual inductance and capacitance between the circuits,
and whether the circuit leads are twisted or shielded.
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The emitter spectrum is then "attenuated" by this coupling spectrum
to provide an interference spectrum. If, at any frequency, an ordinate
(voltage level} of this interference spectrum is within the safety mar-
gin of being greater than the ordinate of the receptor susceptibility
spectrum at that same frequency, the two circuits are considered a
potential interference pair. The emitter, receptor susceptibility, and
interference spectra are then printed to assist indiagnosis. The
entire process is continued until all possible emitter-receptor circuit
pairs have been examined.
A detailed discussion of the program input preparation and •major
subroutines can be found in Appendix D.
4.4.2 Storage Requirements
The major requirement for data storage is' for storing computed spec-
tra data and circuit input data. (The input data for each circuit is to
be retained throughout execution by the program for use in printing
diagnostic information whenever any circuit is one of a pair of pre,
dicted potential interference circuits. ) Each circuit may have either
an emitter spectrum or a receptor susceptibility spectrum, or both.
For the models currently used to define the various spectra types, an
average of about 30 computer words are required for the storage of
each spectrum and the associated circuit coupling data. Thus, for a
vehicle system consisting of up to n circuits, up to 60 n words are
needed to store this spectra and coupling data. (A more exact esti-
, - nr] words, where n themate would, of course be 3012n - n e e
number 'of circuits having no emitter spectrum, and Similarly for n
r
and receptor susceptibility spectra. )
The present phase of the EMI program stores all spectra-coupling
data and circuit input data on drum and tape.
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It is estimated that a program which stored all spectra-coupling data
in core rather than on tape or drum would require 10,000- 13,000
core locations for storage of the program itself and other necessary
data. In a 32 K computer (e.g., the IBM 7094) then, some 20,000
core locations would be available for storage of spectra-coupling data;•
so that a vehicle system consisting of somewhat more than 300 circuits
could be handled by the program. In a 64 K computer (e,g., the SRU
1107), some 50,000 core tocations would be avaiiabie for such use,
and in this case up to 800+ circuits could be dealt with. In either
case (a 32 K computer or a 64 K computer), it is assumed that all
circuit input data would be stored on tape or drum, as is the case in
the present program. It is also assumed the modeIs used for spec-
trum computation (coupling attenuation, etc.) would require approxi-
mately the same amount of core area for the storage of the program
itself as do the presently-used models.
The present phase of the cable-to-cable EMI program uses both core
and _il iary tape/dru, m sto_ge.
Six system input-output units (magnetic tape or drum) are used for
intermediate storage of the original circuit input data, and the com-
puted emitter and receptor susceptibility spectra. The program
currently uses three of the tape units and three of the logical drum
units available on the Boeing SRU 1107 for this scratch storage.
Each record or collection of information describing a single spectrum
consists of 25- 35 computer words, so for a vehicle system consisting
of n circuits, storage of up to n records of 25- 35 words each on a
single tape or drum unit is required. Three units are used for such
storage. The number of words required for the storage of the circuit
input data is about 25 n. Three units are used for the storage of this
input data.
A "32 K Computer"
sto_'age wOrds.
is a computer having 32,000 core
80
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Wire route information is currently placed in core storage after being
read from the input cards. Only if very large numbers of wire routes
are used in the future, for any one vehicle system, will it be neces-
sary to ass!gn an additional tape or drum unit for storage of wire
route information.
.
Approximately 9,000 core locations are required for the storage of
the program itself, as compiled on the SRU 1107. The core data
storage requirement is approximately (1000 + 5nw + 2nr + 2rip) words,
where n is the number of wire codes available (currently n = 41),
W W
n is the number of wire routes to be included in the data card input
r
to the program, and n is the total number of station-angle pairs in
P
all the n wire routes.
r
With respect to the present program then, any large scientific com-
puter syster_ has a'more than adequate core and auxiliary storage
capability (e.g., the Boeing IBM 7094 - 32 K core storage, 18 tape
units on 3 channels; or the Boeing SRU 1107 - 64 K core storage, 6
tapes, 4 drums on 3 channels).
4.4.3 Adaptibility to Other Computers
The present program is written in the FORTRAN IV programming
language; so it may be used with only minor changes on any computer
system having a FORTRAN iV "" such--"_* _t_oa _orT 1io7comptxer, a_ -_z_, ,-,--, .,.... .....
Such changes would include reassignment of logical input-output unit
numb_lrs or substitution of program names used for standard library
subroutines.
Future phases of the program will also be written in FORTRAN IV so
as to make the program as compatible as possible with various com-
puting systems. One possible exception to this general FORTRAN IV
compatibility is discussed in the section on future program optimization,
Paragraph 4.8.
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4.5 AUXILIARY PROGRAM cHARACTERISTICS..
4.5.1 Wire Table Characteristics
The coupling of energy between wires can be calculated in accordance
with formulas presented in Appendix C of this report. These formulas
HIClUU_ tn_ pny_Lc_1 LIn_U_LUL_ u_p_u_p_,-L,_ _uu d ....... *" wii=es. Shice aay
cabling system contains many sizes of wire, shielded and unshielded, a
table of look-up (Table III) was. made and coded so that the computer
could refer to the code and store all the necessary wire parameters.
This avoids the burdensome task of entering wire characteristic infor-
mation on each data input sheet. This table was developed after the
Saturn wiring drawing 40M306Z7 was reviewed to assure that the table
would include all the wire types used.
For each wire code number, the table indicates whether the wire is
twisted and/or shielded, the diameter of the metallic conductor, and
the total diameter of the wire bundle (this takes into account a twisted
pair, twisted triad, and twisted quadrad).
In addition to this table., the dielectric constant of the wire insulation
is specified for the system.
The table is adaptable to any system and can be expanded for larger or
smaller wires.
4, 5.2 Data Sheets
When determining electromagnetic coupling between circuits, a num-
ber of variables affect the coupling. Likewise, a number of variables
affect the degree to which circuits are susceptible to this coupled
energy.
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TABLE III
WIRE CHARACTERISTICS TABLE
Wire Code Size Twisted Shielded
O0
--.
UI
02
03
04
O5
06
07
OE
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23.
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34.
'35
36
37
38
39
26
24
22
20
12
16
14
12
10
8
26
24
22
2O
1,2
16
14
12
10
8
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
26
24
22
2O
18
16
14
12
10
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
:I
1,.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
d Diam. of
Cond, '"--- Jvtlre arla
Dlam. Insulation
(mll,) (mii )
dl
_ff_L- I II_t ....
I Oi'_l i L,/IQITI.
of Bundle
ZO 4_ 40
33 50 50
41 58 58
52 7O 7O
60 80 80
140 160 160
26 43 90
33 50 104
41 58 120
52 70 144.
60 80 164
26 43 99
33 50 114
41 58 131
52 70 157
60 80. 178
43
50
58
70
80
26
33
41
52
60
Configuration
•
OO
110
127
146
176
204
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Wire Code Size Tw| sted
TABLE ill (cont.)
WIRE CHARACTERISTICS TABLE
Shielded
d Diam. of
Con:i. Wire and
Diam. Insulation
(mils) (mils)
dl
Total Diam.
of Bundle
(mils) Configuration
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
AM
64
65
66
67
68
69
7O
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
0
0
0
0
0
"O
0
0
0
0
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
!
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
26
33
41
52
60
26
33
41
52
6O
26
33
41
52
60
26
33
41
52
60
8ZB
43
50
58
70
80
43
50
58.
70
8O
43
50
58
70
8O
43
50
58
70
80
94
102
114
120
130
144
166
184
204
139
154
171
197
218
150
167
186
216
244
®
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When using a computer for prediction of coupling and susceptibility,
tlhe variables need to be programmed into the computer. To accom-
plish this, data sheets have been prepared for the six basic circuit
types discussed in Paragraph 4.1. A sample of each data sheet is
given in Figures 4.6 through 4.11. One of the prime considerations
in developing the data sheets was to minimize the time required of the
user to fill out the sheets
Information is required to define the specific circuit and wire in a
cable. The route that the wire follows is defined by a route plan num-
ber. This has the advantage of not requiring this information to be
included on each data sheet. Likewise, only a wire code number needs
to be entered on that data sheet. This again saves the time required
to enter wire size, diameter, shielding, etc.
The circuit characteristics required to define the coupling, generated: ::. :-_: ,:
spectrum, and the susceptibility levels have been kept to a minimum:.
Further details and refinements could be used that might give levels
slightly closer to the true values. However, worst-case situations
have been assumed in making approximations. These approximations
are extr_'emely useful, since even the minimum information is difficult
to obtain. The more detailed circuit parameters often are not knowni
until late in a program. The net results are a considerable savings
in time, and the ability to approximate many parameters based on
previous programs.
r
4.5.3 Shielding Effectiveness
On the basis of laboratory measurements made under controlled _:on-
ditions, several significant changes and simplifications have beenmade
in the shielding effectiveness curves used in the computer prediction
program for the Saturn Instrument Unit.
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-t
For the testing, wires weremounted inside a 69" diameter aluminum
cylinder, Z9' 10ng. The wires were separated 15 inches from the
cylinder wall b_r wooden supports. Shielding effectiveness against
interference coupling can meaningfully be measured only when the
electrical length of each wire under test is short compared to the
wavelength of the signal it carries. I, aboratory results indicate the
line lengthshould be less than 1/16 wavelength.
Initially, coupling between unshielded wires was measured for several
circuit configurations. Magnetic {low impedance) fields for these
measuremer_ts were produced by terminating the transmitting wire in
a short circuit. Electric {capacitive or high impedance) fields were
obtained by terminating the transmitting wire in an open circuit. The
receiving wire was terminated in 50 ohms at the far end, and in the
receiver 50-ohm impedance at the near end.
Based on laboratory measurements made under controlred conditions,
, p
several significant changes and simplifications have been made in the
shielding effectiveness curves used in previous ¢omputer-prediction
programs.
Figure 4. 12 shows the shielding effectiveness against capacitive coup-
ling. It should be noted that a shield is more effective when it is on
q
the re'ceiving wire. This is because the capacitance between the wire
,| -. -C_?_ ' . __and shield lowers tn_ _ctlv'e impedance of the. receiving circuit,
making it less susceptible to capacitive coupling.
Figure 4.13 shows the shielding effectiveness against inductive coup-
ling. Here again, the shield is more effective on the receiving wire.
This is because, for the same applied voltage on the transmission
wire, the current is increased when the wire is shielded. The larger
current will induce a larger voltage in the receiving wire and reduce
the apparent shielding effectiveness.
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4.6.4 Twisting Attenuation Factor
Considerable laboratory work has been performed to determine the
atlenuativn effectiveness gained by having a twisted pair rather than
t
two straight wires.
ig ---'"- of _ _ a*. if +_"_The or inal computer-prediction program used a v,_,_,_ ........
wires were twisted. The laboratory data indicates that a much more
realistic figure could be used.
T'esting was performed over the frequency range of 1 Kc to 10 Mc for
inductivel_r- and capacitively-coupled circuits[ It should be noted that
an induct i:iely- coupled circuit has come capacitive coupling and vice
versa. This level for capacitive coupling was 40 db below that for
inductive coupling. When a wire pair was twisted, the inductive-
coupling level dropped 40 db or more. The actual level was below
that(for the stray-capacitive coupling. Thus, by twisting the wires.
inductive coupling is reduced by at least 40 rib. Whereas, twisting the
wires has negligible effect on capacitive coupling. It should also be
noted that twisting both the emitter and receptor pair does not neces-
sarily reduce the coupling beyond that obtained by twisting either one
or the other.
rr_,m tnL_ data, it" wil _........._,_ o_,¢er,,od that the de[inition of inductive and
capacitive circuits needs to be established in such a way that the com-
p_tter can establish an appropriate attenuation leveL.
4. =,. :_ Test Circuits" Used t'or Checkout
Upon completion of the computer program coding, a number ot sample
circuits were chosen for checkout of the program. These consisted of
san_ples of each racier type of circuit. Typical circuit parameters
were chosen, based on information from-previous programs. A typi-
cal route pian was set up and random wire codes were chosen for each
circuit.
9 3
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There were a total of nine circuits considered and computer calcula-
tions were performed for determining interference between each
combination. A number of the intermediate steps and calculations
.... re _,,';-+,*-_ ,,,,* *_, hA compared tn hand calculations During this
checkout, several minor programming mistakes were discovered, and
several formulas were discovered which had been improperly pro-
grammed. These errors were corrected, arid it was verified that the
Computer program was properly calculating the information desired.
4.6 COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF INTERFERENCE IN
SATURN INSTRUMENT UNIT CIRCUITS
After the computer-prediction program was developed and checked out,
its capabilities were applied to an actual system. A portion of the
Saturn Instrument Unit in the Saturn launch system was chosen for this
purpose. The portion of (Figure 4.14) the Saturn IU examined was
the Guidance Signal Processor and its intertle with the FM/FM and
PCM Telemetry, Control and Power DistribUtors and the Command
System.. Since little information was available on the functioning of
the unit, sample circuits were chosen: The primary source of infor-
,marion on circuit parameters was "TechnicalManual, Field Mainte-
nance Instructions, Guidance Signal Processor, NASA Model GSP-Z4
(IBMP/N 6740000)". Interconnecting wiring information was obtained
from NASA documents 40M30627 and 10M70390, and NASA drawing
10MZ0379.
Tl_e circuit information in the document was incomplete and scattered
throughout it. Thus, a good portion of the required information for
interference prediction had to be estimated, based on experience with
"similar" types of equipment. This should be kept in mind when
evaluating the accuracy of the results.
94
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GUIDANCE
SIGNAL
PROCESSER
GSP-24
802A34
J10 802 W65
ii
FM/FMs02A4TELEMETRY. J
J7 802 W17
i
J8 ICONTRO,D STR,SUTE_
I 802A9 J
J16 802 W7
i ,_1 POW_o,_,_u_
! 8O2A2
J9 802 W76
J8,l PCM TELEMETRY802A472-
J I I 802 W63
J1 [ COMMANDs02A481SYSTEM J
OTHERS NOT CONSIDERED
i I I
FIGURE 4.14
SATURN INSTRUMENT UNIT CIRCUITS ANALYZED
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Actually, this illustrates the usefulness of the program, since results
can be obtained even under these conditions. When the computer pre-
dicts interference problems between certain circuits, then further
analysis can be rr, adc in specific circuits rather than all of tl(ese cir-
cuits. The circuits were chosen that represented a good cross
section of circuit functions.
Each wire involved in the cables selected was tabulated and the para-•
meters of the circuits listed as far as were known. Then each circuit
was classified into one of the six basic circuit categories.
The parameters were entered Onthe data sheets, and computer input
cardswere punched. There were atotal of 52 circuits compared for
possible interference. Thus, there were 2,704 cases considered.
Ordinarily, there is interest in interference signals that reach or
exceed a level 6 db below the susceptibility level of the receptor cir-
cuit:. On this run, there were 196 cases indicated where this was the
case. Ninety-four of these indicated levels exceededthe susceptibility
level.
An analysis of the results at this point can indicate a great many things
about the system. For instance, there are certain receptors that are
susceptible to a large number of other circuits, while some emitters _
are'_interfering with a large number of circuits. This information
narrows the area of investigation to a few specific _,_,._.___;. .. a. These
could be poorly designed, but more likely insufficient details were
known initially and improper approximations were made. For the
sample run on the Instrument Unit, 8 circuits accounted for 146 of the
196 predicted problem areas. The other 50 cases were distributed
among 11 other circuits.
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4.7 FEASIBILITY OF PREDICTION ON LARGER SYSTEMS
In principle, there is no limit to the size of system that can be evalu-
_t_ _.- _+,_,-¢_.-_.,_ predirt_nn by _h,_ n,-pQ_,,* r_r_nUt_r prograrn
The program could be extended to such larger electronic complexes as
the Instrument Unit, booster stages, payload (e.g., LEM, Apollo
Command and Service modules), and the ground checkout equipment.
Possible limiting features are the following: computer storage limi-
tations, computer operating time, manpower and time to gather
information and fill out data sheets.
As is indicated in Paragraph 4.4.2, the total storage capabilities
using drums and tapes is large enough that it is not a consideration.
However, the computer operating time becomes the main ooint of
interest. For the 50 circuits that were checked on the Instrument
Unit package, the operating time was about 7-3 minutes. During this
t[me, the emitter and receptor spectra were constructed and 2500
comparisons made for possible interference. About 12.5 seconds
were required to construct the spectra and the remainder of the time
was spent in checking for possible interference. However, because
of time-sharing aspe'cts of the computer, it has not yet been deter-
mined what portions of the program required the most time. Thus,
the time required for a larger-number circuit has not been fully deter-
mined. The indications are that this cotnputer-operating time will be
the primary l[mitkng factor. It should be noted that each single
comparison requires about one hour to hand calculate.
Checking is _lnderway to define more specifically the aspects of the
program that are const, m[ng the majority of the time. 'fEe use of
core storage for 800 or fewer circuits will decrease the time lrona
that when usi:ag tapes or a drum storage. Also, consideration is being
given to a modification which will allow identical circuits with different
rotate plans to be treated in a less redundant manner.
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The fact of interest for the area of the Instrumentation Unit circuitry
that was under consideration is that only 15% of the wires had "differ.
ent" signals for a given route plan. Whether this is unique or not will
• "':- :_^* remains that of the total numberremain to be seen. However, _nu _=_ --_
of wires in a system, a large percentage carry the same or sh-nilar
signals, or are ground-reference lines which are neglected. Raising
this to a po_s'lb!e Z5%, there would only be 62.5 circuits to checkout of
the approximate Z500 in the Instrumentation Unit.
4.8 FUTURE PROGRAM OPTIMIZATION
The greatest possibilities for improvement [n the EMI program per-
formance lie in the reduction of program execution time through
reducing the time presently used in input-output operations. The pre-
sent FORTRAN IV program performs much repetitive tape/drum
readihg of spectra-coupling data and can do no computing while this
data is being read into core storage. The incorporation into the pro-
gram of some means of simultaneous computing and input would thus
s ignificantly reduce execution time.
The standard FORTRAN language, however, does not provLde for
parallel input-output and computing, and thus any parallel processing
capability must be implemented especially for each computer" system.
One roeans to accomplish such parallel processing ,is provided, by
NTRAN, a program system available for use wkh the FORTRAN IV
of the Boeing SRU 1107. The incorporation of the NTRAN capability
into the EMI prediction program would thus reduce execution time,
but such a version of the program would no longer have the general
FORTRAN IV feature of program compatibility with many computer
systems. There is, for example, no similar capability currently
available with the FORTRAN IV of the Boeing IBM 7094.
• 98
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Anot}_er approach to reducing time spent in reading information from
tape or drum is the abvious one of elimination: rather than store all
spectra and coupling data on tape or drum as is presently the case,
this data co,,]d remain in core storage. The desirable feature of
general-program compatibility w[th computer systems having the
FORTRAN IV capability would then be retained. A discussion of the
limitations placed on the Size of a vehicle system to be considered by
such a program is given in Paragraph 4.4.Z.
q
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 FEASIBILITY OF INTERFERENCE
PREDICTION IN CAVITIES
In Section 3.0, some aspects of the electromagnetic theory of cavity
re_uua/.ors have been Presented. The purposc of the presentation has
been to demonstrate that it is feasible to calculate the interference
field everywhere in a vehicle enclosure, and soto obtain the neces-
sary information for interference prediction. When the geometrical
structure of the vehicle enclosure forms constant coordinate surfaces
of a separable coordinate system," or when it can be reasonably approxi-
mated by! sucha structure, the derivation of the forced field is rela-
tively simple {provided that the equipmentboxes do not occupy an
appreciable fraction of the total volume). This includes the most
important practical types of vehicle enclosures, the rectangular prism,
the circular or elliptical cylindrical box, the sphere, the ellipsoid and
the circular cylindrical box with an inner conductor.
Present computer techniques are applicable to the calculation of the
field quantities from the derived generalized solutions. The computer
program would initially consider the Instrument Unit as a regular
cavity with the fields expressable as sums of weighted characteristic
functions. The hand calculation of the coupled interference, using
these complicatedexpress ions, would involve enormous difficulty, but
use of a large-scale digital Computer will make the prediction
calculations relatively easy and inexpensive.
Small irregularities along boundaries may be taken into account in the
computer calculation of the characteristic functions through application
of perturbation theory. Provision for such a modification of the char-
acteristic functions in the program does not appear to present any
major problems. All combinations of emitter-receptor coupling will
1.00
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be' processed. The computer execution will be quite low for each
evaluation, but may become substantial after considering all situations.
This execution time will not be unacceptably high, however.
Variational" methods are available for more complicated structures or
for enclosures which contain a large number of equipment boxes.
The theory is valid for arbitrary sources characterized by k,,uwa
electric and magnetic current distributions. Since exact evaluation of
the surface currents on an interference radiator appears to be a very
difficult task, either by experimental or analytical methods, the basic
assumption in this section has been that the radiating device may be
represented by equivalent electric and magnetic dipoles. This
i
implies two conditions: first, that the dimensions of the radiator are
limited to a fraction of the wavelength of the interfering frequency;
and second, that the field in the cavity can be accurately determined
only for points some distance away from the source.
The st'rengths of the equivalent dipoles may be best obtained experi-
mentally by the shielded-room technique. This also implies that the
interfering equipment is available for measurements or that specifi-
cations onthe interference-producing device are established in terms
of equivalent' electric and magnetic dipoles.
5.2 RECOMMENDED FOLLOW-ON RESEARCH EFFORT
The report presents an engineering technique to evaluate the interfer-
ence caused by radiating equipment in a space vehicle. To extend the
range of the applicability of this technique and to test experimentally
the analytic assumptions, further research in some areas is required.
A program for future work may be best summarized by the following
out I i ne.
JOI
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I Experimental Verification of Interference Prediction
To test the analytical and experimental work of this report, a full-
scale simulation of a typical space system enclosure is proposed.
Construction and design of such a model would be directed toward
obtaining measurements which confirm theoretical assumptions and
indicate problem areas which need further investigation,
The simulation would use a shielded room to represent a vehicle
enclosure. Initially, electric and magnetic probes will be mounted on
the walls and measurements made of the fields coupled between probes
will be compared to analytic predictions. Actual equipment-type boxes
will also be mounted on the walls and excited to represent electric or
magnetic dipoles. Variations will be made in the number of boxes
installed as well as the location, size, and shape of these boxes.
II. Shielded-Room Technique
Further analytical and experimental work is required to estabIish a --_=-
general method of determining the equivalent dipoles of an interference
radiator. The shielded-room technique described in this report is
applicable to low frequencies and to small radiators. An extension of
this method is required to include the effects of the resonance of the
room and the size of the radiator. As an overall check on the shielded-
room technique, a comparison should he made betwee, n the field
intensity values determined by this technique as opposed to those
determined in free space.
r_:.: .....
III. Equivalent Lumped-Circuit Model
Some progress has been made in this report to determine the interfer-
ence field at distances close to the radiator, but the techniques are
not fully substantiated at this time. The most promising approach to
this problem is the. lumped-circuit method described in Section 3.3 of
this report. However, the experimental difficulties encountered due
I02
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to stray pick-up and reflecting properties of the surrounding room
have been such that no definite conclusions could have been reached
from the experimental data. Further experiments are needed to
develop a lumped-circuit model .of two or more equipment boxes at
close distances.
IV. Numerical Methods
The various methods of calculating the electromagnetic field, as pre-
sented in this report, are sat[sfactoryto obtain engineering results
for most cavities. The application of the variational methods requires
.q
cartain amounts of preliminary analytical work which may become
excessive when complicated geometrical structures are considered.
A numerical method appears feasible for computer prediction of
electromagnetic fields in any type of cavity. The numerical method is
based on the pt'inciple that boundary-value problems can be solved by
replacing the partial differential equation by the corresponding differ-
ence equation, and then solving the latter by a process of iteration.
Some work to develop the method has been done in the past (References
6 and 7),:but further research is required to improve the technique. -
Full development of this method would allow rapid calculation of the
electromagnetic field in any cavity by means of a digital computer.
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APPENDIX A
ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY OF CAVITY RESONATORS
i
A.l ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS IN IDEAL CAVITIES
The excitation problem of ideal cavities due to electric and magnetic
sources is solved by considering the characteristic modes of the
cavity. Each mode must satisfy the field equations
VxE. : - j_0i_H.,1 1
where i is the mode index, [ and l_ are the constitutive parameters
of the dielectric medium enclosed by the cavity, and m. is the angular
resonant frequency of the mode. By eliminating E. Or H. from the
l - 1
above equations, the homogeneous wave equations are obtained
v --Vx xE. - k. :01 t
where _,
VxVx_ii - ki2_ii = 0
k. = c)I/2
°°i0a
Each of these wave equations, coupled with the boundary condition
(A. l),
n x E. = 0 on S,1
J
where n is the unit normal directed outward from the cavity
boundary S, is a characteristic value problem.
105
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Hence, for real _ and la , the characteristic values are real, arid the
mode factors E., H. form a complete orthogonal.set. By normalizing
t I
the mode vectors such that
fffi- - lE.." E.* dV = 0 i / j1 j li=j
and
• H.* dV Oi / j
J li=j
any f[etd due to sources in the cavity can be expressed as
H = p
i
(A.Z)
where A. and B. are Constants determined by the sources of
1 1
e×c_tation in the cavity.
For electric current sources, _, in the cavity, the fields satisfy
equat ions
x I_ = - j_.,g H, V xH = j_c_" E + J_
where w is the ang.ular frequency of the source. "lhe two field
equations, reduce ',o the ir,ho.rnogeneous wave _gquat ion
VxVxE - k2T-- - (A.3)
1 0 b
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where,
k = o¢%/_.
By substituting equation (A.3) into the first-of equations
using the first of equations (A.1), it can be shown that
(A. 2) and
v' _ L.,2 ,2_,,. __
(A ,d_."..t]
If each side of equation (A.4) is multiplied by E.* and integrated over
J
the volume V of the cavity, the constant A. is found to be
, _ . I.
A. =- j0o fff:l "_" E.--% dV
* _oi2 - _¢2 t
Hence, the first of equations (A.Z) becomes
fff -y --
• E.* dV,
1
(A .:5)
and the corresponding H, obtained from the field equations, is
-_--E ,__e_=,_ fff T. _" dV
o_2 - o_i 2
(A. 6)
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°
Similarly-, for magnetic current sources, M, within the cavity, the
wave equation in H is
V x VxH-"- "- -'-k_ri=-j0:¢ M
which, together with the second of equations (A.2), gives the constant B.
t
=_ fffM. H.-'*'* dV
Bi COl2 - 032 l
Hence, .the fields due to a magnetic current source, M, in a cavi.ty are
7=
i
dV (A.7)
i
(A.S)
&ddin,_ the equations (A. 5) and (A.7), the total electric field due to a
general source is
-" _ JEiE :_ 9 9
to" - cci"
i
• E.* + 03. M •
1 1
dV (A .9)
Similarly, _ddin_ (A.6) and (A.8),
-- ___ J_H -= " "' '2
032 _ oj i
i
-
E.* + 03M • ' dV
l (A. lo)
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A.2 PERTURBATIONAL AND VARIATIONAL METHODS
The theory of the skin effect for metallic boundaries permits one to
calculate the effect of lossy walls on the characteristic modes and
characteristic values of the resonant frequencies. The relation between
the tangential electric and magnetic field components on the wall is
h-: z h-
Or 8 '
Z =R + " ,s s JXs
(A. II)
where n is the unit normal directed into the cavity, _ and o are the
magnetic permeability and the conductivity of the metal, and Z is its
$
surface impedance. The perturbational expression for the change in
resonant frequency can be obtained by considering the fields in the
original loss-free cavity and in the cavity with lossy walls
V xH-_0 = j020 c E0 (A. 12)
V-'E -- -j_o/_ ,I, V xh--: J_c _-" (A. i3)
where lE o , H0' ¢_0 represent the field and resonant frequency of the
original cavity, and lE, H, _ represent the corresponding quantities
of the perturbed cavity. By scalarly multiplying the second of
equations (A. 13) by IE O and the first of equations (A.1Z) by H, and
by adding the two equations, the result is
(A. 14)
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Simi]arl\,.
equat ions
from the second of equations
(A. 13}, it can be obtained
(A.12) and the first of
17.(H ° x E) : ja:u H , H 0 - ju20¢ E 0 • E (A lS)
where the vector identity,
17-(AxB) = B • 17 xA- A • 17 xB,
has been used. Finally, by adding equations (A. 14) and (A. 15)
Inte_rating over the volume of the cavity, the change in resonant
frequency is given by
- 020
-jg
EE • E0 %u H • H0) dV
and
(A. 16)
This is an exact expression for the new.resonant frequency due to
lossy walls when the impedance condition in equation (A.II) is valid.
The perturbational method consists of replacing the unknown fields by
the known _0' H 0 fields. The new resonant frequency, ¢0 , becomes
c,>mp]cx (i.e , with real and imaginary par}s, rhe excited field near
l
a c_mp]ex resonant frequency can be calculated by considering the
t,_t;_l field (say E field in equation (A.q)) as a function of complex
frequency, p_
E(p) :_ 2 9 p--_" * + W. M • * dV
P - _I 1 |
i
II0
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Assuming that the source is frequency independent, E(p) represents
a meromorphic function in the complex p-plane which has simple
pqle_ at
p = _:0_ i
In the vicinity of the.pole
series
i I
1
E(p) - p -_.
1
E(p) may be represented by a Laurent
a n (P - o0i)
n=O •
within a distance I p - _i I from _._ such that
IP- _il <<l_i - _i_11
The field E(p) may be approximated by its first term in the Laurent
expansion
0_
E(p) = 0
p -tO.
1
where the residue, a0, is simply
JEi _ --_ .._
= _ • E*÷ M " dV
s0 2 l
and
-
J Ei • "_a,_+_.
_°c"wi) - 2(o2 - o0i) i 1..1
dV (A.17)
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when a number of complex resonant frequencies of the perturbed
cavity are near each other, as in cases of degenerate modes, the
condition _
IP - '_il "_ - 6Ci+ll
is not fulfilled. In these cases,
reasoning as above
the total field is obtained by the same
-_ _'k j Ei r fff -_
E(w) = r"-_2=t 2(w O_ir_ • + M • dV
(A 18)
t0--t0. , r = 1,2, ... k
Ir
A.3 DIPOLE SOURCES IN A RECTANGULAR CAVITY
The simplest example of forced fields is a loss-free.rectangular
cavity which is excited by a point source. Figure A. 1 illustrates a
rectangular ca,,ity in Cartesian coordinates x, y, z, and of dimensions
a, b, c. A z-directed dipole source is shown at a point" x', y', z'.
A dipole source in arbitrary direction can always be reduced in three
perpendicular components along coordinate axis. Since the selection
_t _he coordinate :txis in a rectangular cavity is arbitrary, it is s,tt'fi-
cient to consider z-directed electric and magnetic d poles only in
or_ler to, lind the fields clue t,:J arbitrary oriented _tmrces. Tlae total
solution is tl:e sum t:,f individual component s_Jlutions witL a cyclic
exchange of coorditnate axis and indices _., m, n.
IIZ
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b
/
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FIGURE h.1 DIPOLE SOURCE IN RECTANGULAR CAVITY
N/
• WILl[ LIZ_ UULLLlUd_ y LU_._I.L I, ULZj [A _. JLJ. -- v_ _ _.,_L
the following normalized mode v'ectors for loss-free rectangular
cavities :
TM Modes
, Y!
,(Ex)_m n -_ A E kfm n
(Ey)Im n :: A E
(nz)lm n : -A E
cos Ot_ x) sin (_m Y). sin O/nZ)
_'n _'m
kfmn sin (yCx) cos (7 my) sin O'nZ)
),2 , _m 2
sin O'_ x) sin (_m y) sin (_n z)klmn
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TM Modes (Cont.)
(Hx)_amn =-AH _'m sin 0't x) cos 0'm Y.) cos 0'n z)
(Hy)/Pmn = An 7t cos (_t x) sin O'mY) cos (Tn z)
(Hz)tm n = 0
t
TE Modes
(Ex)tm n = -AE _m cos (_f-x) sin O'my ) sin (_n z)
(Ey)Imn : AE _r sin (?t x)cos (Tin Y) sin (Tn z)
(Ez)fm n = 0
(Hx)_m n =-A H k tmn sin (_r x) cos (TmY) cos (?n z)
(Hy)_m n = -A H
_'n _m
k_trnn
cos 0't x) sin 0"mY) cos (_nZ)
(ttz) ltrnn AH
_f2 + _m 2
k_mn
cos (_/,x) cos (_m Y) sin (Tn z)
where
.k
I _i_
A, A H -._ A
k tm n - _/Yt 2
rr!
-+ Ym c)'o 2 m " n -* _n a/ + _]3 +
_/111 :
77 m ?7 n
13 Y n - _c
1] Lm, n_O
•0 _orm orn :- 0
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7
A poLnt source which represents an electric dipole directed in the
z-direction is described by a current distribution of the form
Jz = IL 5(x-x') 6(y - y:) 5(z - z')
!
wheTe I is the current and L is the length of the dipole, 8(x- x )
iS the Diracki delta fun_tlnn
Since only Tlvl modes are excited in the cavity, the volume integral in
equations (A.5), (A.6) reduces to
• E i [Jz (Ez)lmn dxdydz = IL .E z (x', y', z'_..6nn
The fields are:
4ILk 2 _ Yn Y_
EX = -J a I_ c_ Z k2 _ ---- cos (Tf x) sin(Yt x') sin(7 my)
finn - k_mn2 kfmn2
: " _:::s_::o, my,:)sin:O, z) co_O' z,)n n .....
Ey _ -j-?Le-k_ 'Z
2 _
k 2 - k 2
tmn trnn
Ym Yn sin.(_ X) sin (_ x') cos (Tin y) '
k 2
/tmn
x sin (7 my') sin(7 nz) cos (YnZ')
1
Ez = j 4I.Lk_abe
2 2
Z 2 ¢y _ + 7m
tmn k2 - klmn2 ktmn 2
x sin (7 m y') cos (Yn z) cos (Yn z')
x) sin (_ x') sin (7my)
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n X 4I L 2. Vm sin(v 
a b c k 2 - ka 2
frnn I mn
x) sin (Ff x')cos (Tin Y)
x sin (?m Y') cos (Tn z) cos (Tn z')
2Qt
Hy - abe ltmn k 2 _ k_mn2 cos (Yf x) sin (_f x')sill(Ym Y)
HL "
.
x sin O_m y') cos (_n z) cos (_n z')
Similarly, a point source which represents a Z-directed magnetic
dipole is described by a magnetic current distribution of the form
M z _ m 6 (x x') 6 (y - y') _)(z z')
where m is the dipole moment. For a small loop in xy plane with a
current I and area S,
m .- ja# IS
Tile inteCral in equations (A 7), (A.8) becomes
• dv Mz (H z dx dy dz :_ j OJbt I b (x', y', z') Iron
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A.4 DIPOLE SOURCES IN CYLINDRICAL CAVITY
Another example of forced field8 inn loss-free cavity, is'a dipole
source in circular cylindrical cavity. Figure A.2 shows the cylindri-
cal coordinate system r, {_, z and the dimensions of the cavity with
rad£us a and height h. The coordinates of the source are r i, @', z'.
FIGUP, E A. 2
I18
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The normalized mode vectors for the TM modes are:
E
(Er)E Yn T_mn E [e°s_g) 1
t__ = AE _ J'! (T!m r)
a--, kimn [ sin t $ ]
(E,^) E_ = A_ _ Jo(Y#_,r)
E )2E (_Im E
(Ez)Imn = -AE E J_ (T!m r)
klmn
cos ! _ ]
sinI¢ I
sin (7 n z)
sin O'n z)
cos (?n z)
E { sin 1¢_]
)_ = AH I jf (Tim r)(Hr mn r -cos t cos (7 n z)
E E E
(Hop)Ira n = AH 7tin J'l O'tm r)
cos !¢l cos(TnZ)
sin _ q9!
E
(Hz)tm n -- 0
E .] E 2
where; kfm n =_](Yfm ) + yn 2 =
1
A E = _ A, A H - -j'-
--_-- A,
i
Y/m J't (Y/m) ,t h
5£ (yEmr),, is the Bessel Function of order £ and argument (_/Ep,mr),
E with respect to argument, quantity,J_. '(¥ mr) is its derivative The
is the ruth zero of the equation,Y_
'- m
JI (Yfm) = 0
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and
[0for t=- 0, n = 0
_ = |1 I 0, n#0or 1# 0, n = 0
2 /_0, n_0
The normalized mode vectors for the TIE modes are:
H
(Er)lm n
H
(E_)lt mn
H
(Ez)lm n
H
(fir)Ira n
= BE _1 Jt (YI_m r)
r sin (_nz)
sin O' n z)
= B H
H
k H
"fmn
cos !
sin 1_
cos (_n z)
- B H ..
= B H
U
k _A
ttmn
f H
7 J! (Y/ran r)
H 2
(Yfmn)
k H
• fl_l tl
-sin I _a
cos f ta
cos !
sint_
cos (Yn z)
sin (Yn z)
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where,
H
k?m n =
., _±
L'H -[K B, B -
V r
z / 2a
J, (Y',m)V _. h ! 2 - f21
1 for f = 0¢_ = and J'f (y'Im) :- 02 leo
As seen from the above for £ = 0, there are two mode vectors for
each TM and TE mode, one with cos £ ¢ and the other with sin £
dependency. This degeneracy is removed if the excitation problem is
considered or if the cavity has perturbations. Assuming that the
radiating equipment is mounted on the curved surface, only r-directed
electric dipole and ($- and z-directed magnetic dipoles are important.
For the r-directed electric dipole point source, the current
dist r ibut:ion is,
Jr = IL 5 (r - r') 6 (_0 ,- _0') 6 (z - z')
r
The total field is the sum of TM and TE modes; the volume integral in
equations (A.5), (A.6) becomes,
' IJ "iEidv = Jr E ) fmn + ( ) _m dv : IL E r (r', ¢p', z')
V
+ E_r (r',¢',z') I ltmn
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The source coordinate _' may be assumed zero, _' = 0, without any
loss Of generality. Since Er must be a symmetric ftmction of $, the
• fielddegeneracy is removed since cos £$ must be used for the E r
component. The total field in the cavity is given by,
----E
J_E_mn [LEv t2 ,) r (r',_', z'
_mn
+
_2 (¢_ _Imn )2
,. E _-v_E
(r', _p', Z'
mn
H -_H
JU_m n H_m n
°:2- (_mn)2
(r',_-'
, z 't finn
A z-directed ma£netic dipole has TE: modes only
ma_t:etic current distribution as before,
Assuming the
M z jccglS .6_.2r').f(g_ - ¢')
r
61z ::z')
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the volume integral in equations (A.7), (A.8) is
• [
The field becomes
E'_= J _1_I S Hmn __HE_mn )1Hz (r', _0' z'H 2 ' fmn
co - (_,.mn)•finn
-.-H
H = jo_/aIS 2 H n.2finn _c - _o_
Since, H must be symmetric about the source coordinate O', only
z
co,-_:_ _US;_'= 0)for H z with corresponding
cos-_.,or_:_,:gk_i>_ti_r the other field components.
For the 0-directed magnetic dipole, both Tlvi and TE modes are
required. Since H 0 is an odd function of 0, it has sin _0 dependency,
E E
(H_) = AH _'_rn J'l (?Ira r}
finn
H Yn ! E
(Hg}) _mn = -BH _ r Jf (_a#m
k_mn
• sin (tO) cos O' n z)
r) sin (t_) cos (_n z)
i •
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The field for the C-directed magnetic dipole is given by,
E j .'./_ I S X_
/_.,
_/ll]ll
H : jo_/_IS
l/mn
E _.E
'_ E _2 t_ (r', _', z' ltmn *
°2" - (_ n -
H_ (r', _', z_ +
- (_flmn) " ltmn
I: - 1 }H (r', _', z') Iron
H _.H
J a_l_mn ECru n
_2 n )2
- (_Rmn
..p-H
J_ Hlm n
_2 H 2
- (_Imn)
y
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APPENDIX B
DEVELOPMENT OF EMITTER AND
The information in this appendix represents the results of Air Force
Classification of all circuits into a few basic types greatly simplifies
the procedure of deveIoping emitter and receptor susceptibility spec-
tra for use in a computer-prediction program. Thus, it has been
decided to classify all circuits into one of sixbasic types. These
basic circuit types are:
1 ) Powe r,
2) Servo,
3 ) S ignal,
4) Switch,
5) Squib,
6) Modulated.
A description of the basic circuit types and the associated spectra is
given in the following sections.
B.I EMITTER SPECTRA
B. 1.1 Power Circuits
Power circuits are those circuits which are used to transmit the pri-
mary power of the vehicle from its source to the using equipment or
load.
Power circuit interference is produced by arcing and voltage changes
in reactive loads, and by the commutation of diodes or rotating con-
tacts. Due to the high currents switched, the resultant interference
voltages will be large in magnitude. The short switching times
125
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involved produce broad frequency spectra. Specifications prescribing
a safe level have been adopted to reduce the probability of power cir-
cu.it interference. The lim[ts of MIL-I-26600 have been used as the
assumed generated spectra for power circuits. The broadband con-
ducted measurements of MIL-I-26600 have been extended upward to
100 M¢ and downward to zero frequency. The spectra limit is shown
in Figure B.1.
V
V 3
V 4
---V 1
I___V2
,, ,
........ i |
I
!
I
I
f
4 5
FIGURE B. 1 EMITTER SPECTRUM FOR POWER CIRCUITS
AC
Only,
DC
Only
V 1
f 1
voltage amplitude of supply
frequency of supply (use a band run-
ning from fl frequencytolerance
to fl + frequency tolerance)
V 2
f2
maximum allowable ripple voltage
if > 134 db/uv
frequency of ripple voltage
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Also, in Figure B.I,
: V3 =
"4
f3 =
f4 =
f5 =
134 db/tt v
Q 1 .-lt.. I,, ..
u& t.4. L#l I _, V
15 Kc
Z Mc
100 Mc
B. 1. Z Switch Circuits
Switch circuits are very much like power circuits in that most power
circuits are switched at some time. To avoid conflicting entries, it
was necessary to define power circuits as those which would be
switched normally only once, and would usually be carrying a steady
current. The switch category also includes switches which may be
operated only once such as those controlling alarm lights, squibs,
ready strings, etc. These circuits are sources of interference, but
are virtually unsusceptible to it.
Switch circuit interference is produced because of the reactance of
source and load, together with the nonlinear noise generating charact-
eristics of the switching arc. Some switches will not be associated
with power circuitry, and test data will be available as a result of
qualification testing to either MIL-I-6181D or NIIL-I-Z6600. Where
test data isnot available, it is reasonable to assume that these
switcheSwill produce the same interference spectra as other switches
in similar applications.
Therefore, test data from switching operations on previous programs
was used as the best available. A review of the data showed that
switches could be divided into six general types according to the cir-
cuit in which they were used. The TYPE 1 switch circuit consists of
a switch (either solid state or toggle) which supplies power to a light.
1Z7
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The TYPE 2. gircuit consists of a switch which controls power to acti-
vate a relay. The TYPE 3 circuit activates a rela_r and a light in
series. Types I, 2, and 3 reduced to approximately the same spec-
tr.urn and' were considered to have the s'ame apectrum in the computer
proRram. The, TYPE 4 switch is used with a high-impedance load
possessing a la.rge reactive component. The TYPE 5 switch controls
a low-impedance load with very 1i'ttle reactance. The .TYPE 6 switch
controls 400Lcycle power to an electronic equipment rack.
The actual measured spectra for switches will exhibit many discon-
tinuities, with peaks at some frequencies and nulls at others. Since
the peaks and nulls for different circuits do not exactly coincide, the
curve shown in Figure B.2 is a summary of the anticipated peak
values. Again, either tes¢ data or definite design information can be
used by the computer to evaluate the need for suppression of switch
generated interference.
V!
i _ , • i i i
', -"L
I
I
t
fi
FIGURE
I
B.Z EMITTER SPECTRUk¢ FOR SWITCH CIRCUITS
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For switch types 1, 2, and 3:
V 1 = 140 db/l_v; fl = 7 Kc; S =1
For switch type 4:
= 140 db/_L.v; fl = 250 Kc;V 1 S 1
For switch type 5:
V 1 : 150 dbi_v; iI = i5 Kc; S 1
For switch type 6:
V1 = 140 db/lzv; fl = 200 Kc; S 1
20 db/decade
,-_ t-x 11 /= _u _D de --j-
lU. u / r_.q;;;_ t,.. a._,..Ai..
= 32 db/decade
B. 1.3 Signal Circuits
Signal circuits are used to monitor or control the system or carry
information. Occasionally, the amplitude of these signals is sufficient
to produce interference to other circuitry. Signal circuits have been
divided into three sub-types: AC signal, DC signal, and pulse signal.
For this study, a DC signal has been defined as one in which the modu-
lation produces no zero crossings, and which is longer than one
second in duration. An AC signal has zero crossings, and a pulse
signal is less than one second duration.
For pulse signals, the worst, case is the square-cornered trapu_.uLaa_'-'
pulse shown inFigure B.3(a). The voltage spectrum of this pulse,
obtained from the Fourier transform of the time function, is given in
Figure B.3(b). For the purpose of this study, the negative lobes of
the spectrum are considered positive since interference voltage is the
primary interest. The "nuisance" value of the circuit is more
readily derived through use of the curve of maximum amplitudes
shown as _(f) in Figure B.3(b).
p
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For the AC and DC signals, the worst case would bea continuous spec-
trum throughout the modulation bandwidth, as shown in Figure B.4.
Any. actual modulation that would be used would consist of discrete
spectral lines of varying amplitudes spaced at intervals within the
modulation bandwidth. The assumption of a continuous spectr_tm at
the maxLmum amplitude will:, therefore, indicate a greater probability
of interference :than could be e_n_.rt_nrpd hv the" _,,ot_
B. 1.4 Modulated Signal Circuits
Mddulated signal circuits are those which are used to transmit infer-
mation within or between communication equipments. These circuits
are usually very sensitive and relatively susceptible to interference.
Modulated signal circuits normally transmit more ihformation at
higher rates thah signal circuits, This is accomplished by utilizing
more complex modulation techniques and greater bandwidth. There
are three types of modulation considered: (1) frequency modulation
(F1M), (2) amplitude modulation {AM}, and (3) pulse modulation
(normally pulse-code modulation : PCM). Each of these modulation
techniques isused extensively and combinations of any two, and some- :
times-aIt-t)iree. Ynay-be encountered. This study is concerned with
only the video-£requency modulation frequencies. The most complex
modulation that can occur in digital circuits on the FM and AM chan-
nels is due to white noise. Therefore, if white noise is assumed to
occupy the complete bandwidth of.the modulating signal, the output of
the modul_tor will produce the most system interference, and hence,
the worst-case condition.
in frequency modulation, the frequency of the carrier signal is
cha_ged by an amount proportional to the amplitude of the modulating
signal. Then, since the an_plitude distribution of the white noise
modulating signal is Gaussian, the frequency spectrum of the modu-
lated signal would also be Gau_sian. The resulting spectrum is shown
in Figure B.5.
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fl f2 f3
FIGURE B. 3 EMITTER SPECTRUM FOR PULSE CIRCUITS
fl = 1/zd
ZA
f3 = frequency when curve reaches -20 db
d = duration of pulse at 50% points
t = average of rise and fall time
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FIGURE B.4 EMITTER SPECTRA FOR DIGITAL CIRCUITS
V 1
f0
fl
I
maximum voltage amplitude
lower bandpass limit (0 for DC)
upper b andpass limit (bandwidth for DC,
also fl may be 0 for some DC cases in
which case there is no coupling possible)
In amolitudo modu!ation, "'-- amplitude ot the carrier is proportional
to the ,_mplitude of the input signal. This process produces two side-
bamls centere_l about the carrier frequency containing the same fre-
quency'components as the modulating signal. White-noise mod_lation
wo_Id h:_ve the spectrum shown in Figure :B.6.
In pulse-codemod_ll;_.tion, the input information is always transformed
inlo ,:_ digital format. Each parameter is assigned a prescribed num-
ber of discrete v.lues represented by a binary code. The resultant
PCRI signal is a train of pulses with varying widths and repetition
lreqt_enc ies. ,
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The frequency spectrum of a pulse train consists of a series of dis-
crete spectral lines spacedby the prf with amplitudes following a
curve similar to that of Figure B.3(b). In PCM, however, the prf
is never constant and a continuous shifting of these lines results.
Therefore, a more indicative spectrum and the worst-case condition
would be a continuous spectrum as shown in Figure B.3(b). For the
PCM case, the curve of maximum amplitude must be used since the
-_ul_e width can vary by a _actor of n. In computing the worst-case
spectrum for a PCM signal, the widest pulse width should be used to
compute the initial ordinate, and the shortest to compute the curve of
maximum amplitudes. This will produce a spectrum with the maximum
amplitude and the slowest roll-off.
V
V
FIGURE B. 5 EMITTER SPECTRUM FOR FREQUENCY-
MODULATED CIRCUITS
whe r e
i with
when
(f) :
X --
and
= maximum deviation frequency; g - highest
modulating frequency; and V = maximum
amplitude of fundamental f
C
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FIGURE B.6 EMITTER SPECTRUM FOR AMPLITUDE
MODULATED CIRCUITS
v 0
V I
maximum amplitude of fundamental
mv 0
- --_----, if m = °7omodulation/100
lowest modulating frequency
= highest modulating frequency
f
c
B.1. % Servo Mechanism Circuits
Ser-vo circuits are those circuits which are used to control the path of
the vehicle. The heart of most servo systems is an amplifier and an
electro-mechanical device. The electro-mechanical devices are
usually not susceptible to interferences, but may be sources. The
ampiifier, however, may be susceptible to interference. There are
normally three signats associated with a servo-system: the command
input signal, the feedback signal, and the error signal. Interference
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generated by servo circuits is similar to that of signal circuitry. The
information rater in servos is low and the modulation bandwidth narrow.
Because the input and the feedback signals of a servo system are nor-
mally very low, theyproduce little interference and can be neglected.
However, the error signal may be of sufficient amplitude to produce
interference, since it is used to actuate an electro-mechanical device.
As is the case with digital signals, the nature of the interference is
dependent uoon the. p_,-t;,-,,l_. _:---,
- o,g,,-_, a,d several different signal
spectra may occur. Hence, it is desirable to use worst-case
approximations for the representative spectra.
Alt, hgugh the servo signals will normally produce a very simple spec-
trum, consisting of a few spectral lines of various amplitudes, the •
simplified worst case is white noise. The probability of an interfer-
ence indication will be much greater using this assumption than it
would in system operation. The spectrum of a servo circuit signal
may be approximated by the curves in Figure B.7.
B. l.6 Squib Circuits
Squib circuits are those circuits used to fire electro-explosive
devices such as rocket igniter, explosive valves, explosive bolts, etc.
Since squibs are essentially passive devices, they are not sources of
interference; however, they are very susceptible.
,
vl
!
:1
I
I
I
I
I
!
40O
fo • fl
FIGURE B.7 EMITTER SPECTRA FOR SERVO CIRCUITS
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eIn Figure B. 7,
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V 1 = maximum voltage amplitude
f0 = Rx passband lower limit
fl = Rx passband upper limit.
R 2 RECEPTOR SUSCEPTIBILITY CRITERIA
B.Z. 1 Power Circuits
Power circuits are generally not susceptible to interference, although
they can conduct the interference to susceptible circuits. The con-
ducted susceptibility requirements of MIL-I-Z6600 have been extra-
polated into the lower frequencies to produce the curve shown in
Figure B.8. When actual test data is available, it can be used to
provide a more realistic analysis.
It should be noted that the susceptibility requirements of MIL-I-26600
are not exact for a study of system compatibility. The methods of
test described in that specification employ sinusoidal signals, but
interference normally encountered on system power lines is a com-
bination of impulsive as well as sinusoidal signals. Since most
circuits are responsive to the total energy received, the response to a
single sinusoid is only an appro×i_,:n_.ationof the response to t-,ormaiiy
encountered interference.
This situation has developed largely because a better method is not
available; since each source of impulsive interference produces a
different spectrum, it is difficult to describe a universal spectrum
-accurately. Further, if a universal spectrum could be described, the
problems of generating it and inserting it into the circuit would seri-
ously hamper its utilization. It may be assumed then that this
limitation will always restrict the absolute applicability of this study.
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V 1
V 2
v3
-7
I,
I
' I
I
I
!
I
I
fi
i! w;I I! I
f2 f3 f4
FIGURE B.8 RECEPTOR SUSCEPTIBILITY SPECTRUM
FOR POWER CIRCUITS
V1 = voltage of directly coanected supply, if AC
V21 = 130 db/li v
V3: = 100 db/liV
fl = frequency of directly connected supply
(use band as for generated spectrum}
f2 = 15 Kc
f3 = 150 KC
f4 = 400 Kc
B. 2.2 Signa! Circuits
i
Signal circuits alrre often sensitivedue to the normally low-level input
signals. Although these circuits may be susceptible to electro-
interference, no precise definition of allowable susceptibility criteria
exists. Thus, it was necessary to evolve approximations to the
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probable susceptibility of signal circuits, based, upon the circuit char-
acteristics, as follows: (I) signal circuits will be most sensitive ,to
interference which contains components within the circuit's normal
passband; and (2), signal circuits will be less sensitlv_ ....... tn hlg_,=,-_..._.
frequency interference components. The spectra shown in Figure B.9
is the be.stavailable estimate of signal circuit susceptibility, and was
developed from experience with similar circuits and generally accep-
Led design practices. The nomenclature used in defining the para-
meters in the figure refers to data sheet entries. The slope of l0 db
per decade for roll-off of sensitivity has been investigated in the
laboratory for several typical circuits and is considered conservative .........
Some receivers may exhibit a characteristic which does not start _ :; _?::}_::}#}:!i
zero frequency; in which case, the spectrum of Figure B.9(b) is
V
V 1 i
t
I
I
fl
°
FIGURE B. 9 (a) RECEPTOR SUSCEPTIBILITY SPECTRA
• FOR SIGNAL CIRCUITS
V 1 = 1/2 the tolerance of critical parameter, if
in volts, or
V 1 = 1/10 maximum voltage amplitude, if above
is not in volts, or
V 1 --- the tolerance of the critical parameter is in
volts and the circuit carries an analog label.
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Also, In Figure B.9(a), the slope
If Rx bandpass is unknown, let
i
fl =
fl =
fl =
S is assumed to be 10 db]decade.
Z BW for DC signal (unless BW = 0)
2 upper bandpass limit for AC $Lgnals
10/pulsewidth for pulse circuits
If Rxbandpass is known, or if BW = 0, let
_V
V
]
fl _ Rx bandpass "to"
2
! I
I I
I I
....... i
f0 fi
FIGURE B.9(b) RECEPTOR SUSCEPTIBILITY SPECTRA
FOR SIGNAL CIRCUITS
f0•
S 1
with V
= Rx bandpass "from 'J, and
= S z = 10 db/decade,
1 and fl as previously defined for FLgure B.9(a).
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B. Z. 3 Modulation Signal Circuits
Modulationisignal circuits differ from digital circuits in that the cir-
cuit bandwi_lth is u.q-a!!y much narrower and, within this frequency
,band, modu:lation circuits canbe considered more sensitive. However,
the level at which malfunction can occur is dependent on the particular
circuit. In general, modulation circuit input sl.gna!_ will b_ of a rela-
tively constant amplitude with a low dynamic range. An estimated
malfunction level would be 40 db below the maximum amplitude at the
normally-received signal. The resultant susceptibility spectra is
shown in Figure B. 10.
V
V!
FIGURE B.10 RECEPTOR SUSCEPTIBILITY SPECTRA FOR
MODULATED SIGNAL CIRCUITS
V 1 = maximum amplitude of fundamental- 40 db
fl = Rx bandpass "from"
fz = Rx bandpass "to"
S-I = SZ = I0 db/decade
The pcm Cases will generally have fl equal to zero but
will be identical to the above in all other respects.
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B.2.4 Servo Methanism Circuits
An interference voltage in a servo system can cause a false error
signal which would result in an incorrect positioning of the electro-
mechanical device. The interference can be introduced into the system
via: (1) the command input circuit, (2) the feedback loop, or (3)
the error circuit. In (1) and (2), the interference may be amplified
and the resuttant actuation could be greater than if the interference
were introduced directly in the error circuit. The spectra used in
this analysis have been derived from design information and typical:
measured interference data from various programs.
Separate spectra have been devised for the command input and the_f_Hg___
back circuits because of differences in the circuit terml_I6nai.! _ _Tii_i"_ii_
spectrum_ for the command input circuit is shown in Figure B. 11 (a), ......
and the spectrum for the feedback circuit is shown in Figure B. 1I (b) ....
The major differences are the extended frequency range of the feed-
back loop: and the greater sensitivity of the input circuit. The
command input circuits will be most sensitive to frequencies from DC
to 20 cps, from 380 to 420 cps, 1600 cps and 3.5 Kc. Therefore, the ....
worst-case spectrum with maximum circuit sensitivity would be flat ....
and include frequencies from DC to above 3.5 Kc.
From DC:to 3.5 Kc, it is possible for the interference signals to modu-
late the error s;,gnal and produce undesired positioning. Above 3.5
Kc, the interference signal can saturate the servo amplifiers and pro-
duce a nonlinear response to the desired inpu t signals The amplitude
required to saturate the servo ampllfiers is estimated to be approxi-
mately 35 volts; however, for purposes of treating aworst,case
condition, a lower value is used for this analysis. See Figure B. 11 {a).
!'
The feedback circuits will be sensitive to frequencies from DC to 20
cps and from 380 cps to 420 cps. Interference at other frequencies
will produce saturation and a nonlinear response to the desired feed-
back signals. It is anticipated that the feedback circuits will saturate
at levels which are lower than 3.5 v-olts, thus presenting a greater
degree of susceptibility. See Figure B.11(b).
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V
V I ' - 7 • I I
I
I
I I
I I.
f2fl
_f
FIGURE B.11(a) SUSCEPTIBILITY SPECTRA FOR
COMMAND INPUT CIRCUITS
V
f = 3.75 Kc1
f2 = 37.5 Kc
V 1 = 20 Mv
V 2 = 10 Volts
V4 t- __
v3 --
I iVIV2_i------- .... . i
/ i ! i e J !
fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6
FIGURE B.11(b) SUSCEPTIBILITY SPECTRA FOR
SERVO FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
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For l_igure B.11(b),
fl
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
V 1 =
V 2 =
V3,=
V. 4 "
= 20
= i80
= 380
= 4_-0
cps
cps
cps
cps
4.Z Kc
42 Kc
20 My
.2V
2.OV
4.0V
B.2.5 Electro-Explosive Devices (EED's)
Since EED!s can be sensitive to interference and are potentially dan-
gerous if l_remature detonation occurs, a great deal of investigation
L
has been p_rformed to learn more about their characteristics. The
Franklin Institute sponsors the Hazards of Electro-Magnetic Radiation
to Ordnance (HERO) Congress annually to discuss the progress of the
various investigations. A number of papers in the HERO proceedings
for 1961 were used in the development of this analysis.
All EED's are specified in terms of a no'fire current and a sure-fire
current. For the purpose of this analysis, a no-fire power of one-half
watt will be used as a worst-case condition. The voltage limit will be
used rather than the current, because the computer program is set up
to compare voltage rather than power or current levels. Since the
squib complex impedance is a function of frequency and generally
unknown, but the resistance is known and is relatively constant, the
no-fire or sure-fire voltage can be calculated and compared with
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other voltages in the system. As the frequency of the interference
signal is increased into the RF region, the bridge wire becomes a
mismatched •termination to the circuit and much of the energy is
reflected back down the line. Emp "-'--1_, L_.d_ data on many different squib
configurations have demonstrated a pronounced roll-off in the EED
sensitivity at frequencies above 50 Me, The estimated squib suscep-
tibility spectrum is shown in Figure B. lZ. This spoctrum applies
oniy to interference introduced into the EED by way of its input leads.
A more extensive study would be required to investigate the probability
of detonation due to radiation through the EED case.
V
V 1 I
I I
I *
fl f2
_f
v
FIGURE B.12
V 1
fl
S
fz
Z L
RECEPTOR SUSCEPTIBILITY SPECTRUM
FOR SQUIB CIRCUITS
Z L
= 10 loglo -_-+ 120 db/_tv
= lO0.Mc
= 10 db/octave
= 400 Mc
: squib input impedance
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AP P E ND I.X C
DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM
CABLE- COUPLING EQUATIONS
The information in this appendix represents the results of previous
Boeing-funded basic research.
_Fhe purpose of this appendix is to analyze the equivalent circuit of the
cable network between two adjacent circuits and recommend an opti-
mum solution for use in the computer prediction program. Five ,
methods have been selected to determine the accuracy and complexity
of each method in the solution of the basic coupling network of
Figure C.I.
C. 1 MET HOD I. COMPLETE LOOP EQUATIONS
Method I is the most accurate and also the most complex solution to
the basic cable-coupling network of Figure C.I. It requiresthe
computer to solve a matrix of four loop equations to obtain the cur-
rents in each loop. and from the currents to arrive at the voltages
across the susceptible loads.
I...... J ..............
FIGURE C. 1 C AB LE- COUPLING NET WORK
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
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The loop equations for the above network a=e:
(R 0 + R 1 + XL) 11 + X M 12 + (X L - XM) 13 + R 0 14 = E 0
X M Ii + (R2G + R2L + XL) 12 + (XM - XL) 13 - R2GI4 = 0
(X L XM) I1 + (X M - XL) I2 + 2(X L - X,,, + XC) ,13 - XC! 4
R 0 11 - R2GI 2 - X C 13 + (R0 + R2G + X C) 14 = E 0
where
1
X C = -j -_ . X L = jwL X M = jWM
These equations are solved for the appropriate, currents and the
generator and load end voltage-transfer ratios,
E2G E2 L
and _ are'found.
E 0 E0
C.2 MJETHOD If. CAPACITIVE & MAGNETIC COUPLING
CALCULATED SEPARATELY & THEN ADDED TOGETHER
Method II is the solution of the modified basic network shown in
Figure C.2 and ks considerably less complex than Method I, but gives
nearly the same results except at the higher frequencies. This method
treats the ,capacitkve and magnetic coupling separately and ignores any
interaction between them. Capacitive coupling is obtained by solving the
circuit with the mutual inductance equal to zero. Then the magnetic
coupling is obtained by setting the capacity between wires equal to zero.
The total coupling is then the sum of these two. By placing the total
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i
lumped capacit_ in the center of the circuit, %naking the pi circuit
into a tee circuit, no loop equations are necessary, and the solution -
becomes muchsimpler than Method I. Except at frequencies above
20 Mc, the additions of the capacitive and maRnetic coupling gives
accurate results. As shown by the equations, the capacitive and induc-
tive coupling add in phase at the generator end of the susceptible cable.
They are 180 ° out of phase at the load end of the susceptible cable,
.......... so LzzaL the net result is the difference betweenthe two.
,, ,,, = T
R0 L!
T i ,l,
Rl
_ ] E2L
FIGURE C.Z.
The voltage transfer ratio found in the solution of the network of
Figure C.2 is:
E2G _- Z [-_
E0_ '2G
(n + XLI) (Z1
Z 1 Z 2
+ Z2 + Xc) + Z 1 (X c + Z2)]
J](R 0 -_XL1 + Zl) (Z2G _- Z2L )
+
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E2L
E o
where,
Z1Z 2
_R° + XL1) (Z1+ z2 + xc) + z_ (xC + z2_]
](% + xL1 + z_ (Z2G+ z2,)
1
X C :: _ j ccC------73;
XL1 : j'ccL1 ;
R X
i CI.
Z 1 -:=XL1 +
R 1 + XC1
Z2G XL2 + Z': 2G:
1 1
XC1 = -j 0OC1 XC2 = -j ccC2
XL2 :: jCcL 2 ; X M = j ccM
R2G XC2
Z2G = R2 G + XC2 ;
Z2L = XL2 + Z2L ; Z 2
R2L XC2
Z'2L = R2 L + XC2
Z2L Z2G
Z2L +. Z2G
C.3 METHOD III. NEGLECTING CAPACITANCE TO
GROUND & THE RECEPTOR CIRCUIT gl_.t._" ll_,tr_lr,--w' a_Tr',_
Method III .analyzes the modified basic cable network as shown in
Figure C.3. The reason for the modification is that the capacitance
to ground and the self-inductance of the cables are negligible at low
" frequencies and only slightly reduce the coupling at high frequency;
these terms can be taeglected without impairing acc_tracy. Neglecting
them greatly simplifies the equations.
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CAPACITIVE COUPLING
i , i ,
,"O R1 1R0
!
MAGNETIC COUPLING
i
¢ Eo iL 1 Ri
J
IRG2 L2=O
.J .......... i
FIGURE C.3.
The solution of the equLvalent circuLts of Figure C.3 gives the
following voltage-transfer ratios:
x][ 1
_ C 2 + R0)2 + X, 2 x(RI R20 + R21 '
- __ j
E2L
E o
MAX R1 R2
OF 1 + R0 x
or
"I_/( XM R2LRI + R0)2 ÷ XL _ x R2 G + R2 L
. ..;-
f
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where,
1
x c : - j X L = jwL 1
R2G R2L
R 2 = R2 G + R2L X M = j o¢ M
C.4 METHOD IV. ALL IMPEDANCES CONSIDERED
AS REAL QUANTITIES
Method IV considers the solution of the modified basic cable network
of Figure C.4.
This method is the same as Method III except the complex reactances
are considered to be real numbers. At low frequencies, this simpli-
fication makes no difference because it is the capacitive reactance
_lone that limits the capacitive coupling and the resistance of the
susceptible loads that limits the inductive coupling.
Likewise; at high frequencies, this simplification makes no difference
because both couplings approach _unity for both Methods III and IV.
However, in the middle frequency range of _bout 3 Mc, Method IV
gives coupling 3 db lower than Method III.
Since 3 db is small compared to other errors in input data to the pre-
diction program, and since Method IV actually more nearly agrees
with the true curve, this method is favored because of its simplicity.
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CAPACITIVE COUPLING
"I ......1
_J_
,i T c
R2G
ii
MAGNETIC COUPLING
• Rn L1
R 1 t ¸
R2G R2L
,, i
, FIGURE C.4.
The solution of the equivalent circuits of Figure- C.4 gives the voltage-
transfer ratios as:
E ' IR
2G _ R1 R2 XM
E0 1 + R0 x R2 + XC + R2G '1 _ R0 + XL x R2 G + R2 L
E2L MAX R 1 R2 X M
E 0 - OF R1 + R0 XR2 + + R0 + XLo'r R1 R2G + R2
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1
_Xp = -_ y = ¢o, I.
'" C "-h -- _I
R 2
R2 G R2 L
R2G + R2L X M = u_M
C METHOD V. STRAIGHT-LINE APPROXIMATION
Method V considers as negligible all self inductance and shunt capacity
to ground for both the emitter and receptor circuit. Also, the capa-
citive and inductive coupling ere considered separately. For these
assumptions, the modified basic cable network is shown in Figure C.5.
CAPACITIVE COUPLING
r 1
r
i ,1
!
_.L_
-1,,
(o)
FIGURE C.h.
MAGNETIC CO UPLING
I r2g
I=0
(b)
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First, the capacitive coupling is considered and Figure
redrawn as shown in Figure C.6.
c.5(a) is
A
! C
T I I
|
i
' r
] 1 _2g
I I
B
F]fGURE C.6,
t
r21
Applying Thevenin's theorem to the left side of the AB plane, the
circuit reduces to that of Figure C. 7.
r' C
FIGURE C.7.
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where,
r !
f, _. E 0
r 1 * r 0
r 0 r 1
r' -
rl "0\
r2g r2 t
r °9 ._
r2g _- r2_
The emitter circuit current that is coupled-to the receptor
through capacitive couplingproduces the same voltage; r-' act°us _:Y_-_' -
the generator and load end of the receptor circuit. This voltage is _'
found by considering the circuit of Figure C.7 as a voltage divider
where,
r _!
_r
r" * .iXC + r'
after substituting the original circuit parameters, the voltage-
transfer function is found to be:
(r2g r2f_( rl 0)
r _ 1
r 0 r 1
_0 _r2g r2_] rl + r r2g r2_ + . + J
[.r2g + r2_ r 1 +. r0
This last expression can be simplified by the condition that:
XC >> _r2gr2t
r2g + r2f '
r 0 r 1
X C >> ....
.r 1 + r0
, 1 54
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This condition is satisfied for typical circuits up to I0 Mc. The
voltage-transfer function is then given by
c0 + r 0 _r2g+ r2[]_Xc]
(c.1)
Examining the inductive coupling, the loop equations for Figure C. 5(b)
are:
_[0 = il (r0 + rl) - i2 XM
0 = .i X M + i 2 (r2g + r2_)
Solving this set of equations for i2, the receptor circuit induces
current; the load end voltage-transfer ratio is found to be
_- : r2 X M
CO (r 1 + r O) (r2g + r2{)- XM 2
(c.z)
Since below 10 NIC, X z < < (r + + ) this reduces to
m 1 r0)(rzg r2_ '
_ .r2[ X M
co (r 1 + r O) (r2g + r2_)
(C.3)
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The voltage induced in the susceptible cable is equal to this constant
current times the mutual reactance which increases with frequency by
6 db per octave. Thus, the inductive coupling also increases by 6 db
per octave. Therefore, the sum of the two, which are in phase at the
generator end of the susceptible cable, also increases by 6 db per
octave. This straight line is extended to unity coupling at some high'
....._ ..... y. _,,,v_ _,,t_ _L_lUency, the coupiing is taken as uni.ty. As
shown by the curves, this method gives accurate solutions at all fre-
quencies except at the corner frequency, where it is 6 db too large.
However, it gives worst-case coupling, and is quite satisfactory for
a prediction program in which the first sorting of data determines
only possible interference pairs. The advantages of simplicity in
programming the computer far exceeds the disadvantage of including
a few additional questionable cases.
Although the capacitive coupling and the inductive coupling are out of
phase at the load end of the Susceptible cable, it is unwise to depend
on them.cancellir_g each other and giving a coupling value less than
either. Amore reasonable approach is to consider the coupling to be
equal to the larger of the two. In the computer program, the process
of taking the maximum of two equations is simple. As a general rule;
for impedances greater than 300 ohms, this larger coupling is capa-
citive. For impedances less than 300 ohms, it is inductive.
Iri Method V, the straight-line approximation method, the curve of
cc)upl_ng versus frequency, need not be calculated at several frequen-
cies. The value of frequency at which the straight line of 6 db per
octave slope reaches zero is sufficient data to define the coupling over
the whole frequency range.
The corner frequency for the capacitive coupling curve is derived by
" setting the coupling equal to unity and solving for frequency':
(R I + R 0) (R2G + R2L)
fc = 2w C R IR2GR2L
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Similarly, th4 generator end voltage-transfer ratio is found as,
¢: X M
• ._g = r2g
¢0 (rl + r0) (r2g + r2i)
Thus,, the complete solution of the equivalent circuit of Figure.C. 5
for the voltage-transfer ratios is found by combining equations (C.1),
(C.2), and (CI. 3):
,]+[ x ]R 1 • r2 X M R2GE0 ,XC 1 r2g + r2_ R1 + R0 R2G + R2 L
E2L - 1VL_'X 1 [R R1 ] f:_? M R2L 1E 0 OF X C i + R0 + r2g r21 or + R0 x
r2g + r2f R2G _- R2L
(c._)
A closer examination of equations (C.4) and (C.5) for Method V show
that both the 'capacitive coupling and the magnetic coupling increase
linearly with frequency until they reach unity coupling.
To congider:-_rst_¢a_e coupling at all frequencies, this _traight-line
approximation for the coupling provides the best method. It is by far
the simplest method to calculate as shown in the equations.
Ilere again., the coupling at the generator end of the susceptible line is
eq_lal to the sum of the capacitive and inductive coupling, both of which
are straight lines. For the capacitive coupling, the current is limited
only by the _apacitive reactance which fails off with frequency by 6 db
per octave., Thus, the capacitive coupling increases by 6 db perI
octave. Fo]: the magnetic Coupling, the current in the source cable i8
limited by o'nly the load resistance and does not vary with frequency.
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Likewise, the corner frequency for the magnetic coupling curve is:
F
l M --_
(R 1 + R 0) (R2G + R2L)
21r M.R2G
Tl_e corner frequency for the load-end coupling curve is
fL = Minimum Offc or fM
The corner frequency for the generator-end coupling curve is:
: fc fM (R1 + R0) (R2G + R2L)
• fG- -
fc + fM 21rR2G (M+ C R 1 R2L )
fG and fL are the required parameters to define the coupling.
C.6 THEORETICAL COMPARISON OF THE FIVE METHODS
Calculations were made using the derived voltage-transfer ratios to
determine the accuracy of each method. For this comparison, the
loads were Chosen as 300 ohms so that the capacitive coupling and
magnetic coupling were about equal. The voltage-transfer ratios are
plotted against .._¢"oq,,_ncv-._ , in Figures C.8 to C.11. for both ends of the
receptor cable and two different cable configurations. These figures
show that Method I agrees most accurately with measured values.
However, the simplified methods show good agreement, particularly
up to 10 Me, .
C. 7 RECOMMENDED METHOD
Table I, Parmgraph 4.2 g_-v.es the accuracy of the five methods of cal-
culating cable coupling and the computer time required to make one
frequency run for each method. The accuracy is not seriously impaired
and the computer time is reduced considerably by the simpler methods•
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Therefore, based onthe foregoing analysis, Method V has been
selected and incorporated into the computer interference-prediction
program.
C.8 FORMULAS FOR CAPACITANCE & MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
The formulas used in the computer-prediction program for determEna-
tion of intercable capacity and mutual inductance are given below.
Capacitance betweenTwo Wires above A Ground Plane
C :=_
[,og j
in
farads
whe re,
Keff K 0
- and,
5.]_
dJ 1
+
_[_ °1_2 +_-] -1
(K 1 - K0)
S12 :- _D 2' + 4h 2
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Mutual Inductance between Two Wires above A Ground Plane
M = (1. 405 x 10-7) Q_) (Iog-_ 2) in henries
q
whe r e,
D
h
d
d 1
K 0 _-
K 1
i
Length of wires (in feet)
Separation of wires (in inches)
Height above ground plane (in inches
Diameter of the wire conductor (in inches.)
Diameter of the wire including the
insulation (in inches).
Relative dielectric constant of air (K0 = !)
Relative dielectric constant of the wire
ins ulat ion
Notes,
)
1) The factor in the capacitance equation was
z)
determined from measured values of capacitance.
i
I
Neff. was determined from theoretical considerations and
accounts for the increase of the effective dielectric constant
as the wires are in close proximity, due to the influence of
the wire insulation.
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3) References for the equations:
M) Diddens, P. A., Design Procedure for The Reduction
nf I,ow Frequency Interference in Electr[cal WirinB
Systems, The Martin Company, 1960: p. 20.
C) Loc. Cit.; p. 7,
T ¸
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APPENDIX D
PROGRAM INPUT PREPARATION
AND "" ^ T,-_o C,,_r_rT_T_T_
D.I PROGRAM INPUT PREPARATION
The data card input to the program consists of three sections.
D. 1. 1 Wire Route Input
The wire route input section consists of one or more sets of wire
routes Each wire route card set consists of one Type # 1 card and
one or more Type # 2 cards:
Card Type # 1
Columns Format -Contents
I- 3 A3
7- 10 13
The alphanumeric name
or number assigned this
wire route
The number of station-
angle pairs defining this
wire route
,Card Type # 2
'Columns
1-10
11-20
21- 30
31 -40
41 - 50
,q
, 51-60
61-70
71 - 80
Format
El0.0
El0 0
El0 0
El0 0
El0 0
El0 0
El0 0
El0 0
Contents
First station in wire route
First angle in wire route
Second station in wire route
Second angle in wire route
Third station in wire route
Third angle in wire route
Fourth station in wire route
Fourth angle in wire route
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As many cards of Type # 2,are used as necessary to completely list
all the station-angle pairs describ£ng the wire route.
The final wir_. vn,,#_ _a _# :- t_11 ...... d
................ _ ,w_uw_u by a card having the wor
END punched in columns 1 - 3.
D.1.2
The circuit description input consists of two or more sets of descrLp-
tion cards, where there is one such set for each circuit to be considered.
The first card of each circuit set contains information which is common
to all circuit sets: circuit identification, circuit type number, wire
route, and wire code.- Each circuit description set is completed by
one or more additional .cards, the number and formats of the cards
depending on the circuit type.
The card formats and the input arguments to be punched on the cards
of each of the six types of circuit description sets are indicated in the
following six input data format sheets.
The last circuit description data card set is followed by a card with
the word END punched in columns l-3.
To complete the data card input to the program, two final cards follow
the END card of the circuit description sets. The first such card is
of the form:
Columns Format
l - I0 Fl0.0
Contents,
Interference sa/ety
margin- dbs
The input of an interference safety margin of X db means that if an
emitted signal is within X db of interfering with signal receptor in
another circuit, the circuits involved constitute an interference pair.
The second card has the word INITIALIZE .punched in c91umns I- 10.
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D.I.3 Overall Deck Set-Up
A complete data deck has the following overall form.
2nd wire route card set
last Wire route card set
END card
1st circuit description card set
2nd circuit description card set
D.2
last circuit description card Set
END card
interference safety margin card
INITIALIZE card
DESCRII:'ToION OF MAJOR SUBROUTINES
Th_ program flow chart of Figure 4.5 shows the manner in which the
computer-prediction program has been developed. The Spectrum
Generation Program (SGP) serves as the FORTRAN main program
and performs the following major functions:
1) SGP reads and stores the wire routes to be used;
2) SGP reads in the circuit name and type for each circuit;
3) SGP calls the proper subr.outine to read the rest of the
characterizing data for the circuit and construct the
required spectra;
4) SGP writes the constructed spectra for each circuit on
tape or drum for use later in the EMI program for
comparison of pairs of emitter-receptor spectra.
After each circuit has been processed in Steps 2, 3, and 4, above,
SGP calls subroutine Circuit Interference Prediction (CIP). It is
evident that SGP itself is primarily a control program, reading
and writing data rather than making computations. The input data is
read from the normal system input unit.
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The output from SGP and its spectra-generating subroutines is stored
on tapes/drums currently assigned as follows:
Physical Unit Logical Unit
Tape A !
Tape B 2
Tape C 3
Drum I_ 3rd area 8
Drum 2, 4th area 11
Drum 2, 3rd area 12
Information Stor e,d
Input data for circuits
Same as above
Same as above
Spectra and coupling
data for Rx circuits
Spectra and co(zpling
data for Tx circuRs
Same as above
D. 2.1 Spectra- Constructing Routines
There are six spectra-generating subroutines, one for each type cir-
cuit, called by SGP. Each such routine constructs a Tx and/or Rx
spectrum, and writes the input data for the circuit currently being
processed on the appropriate tapes.
The transmission of informatlon between SGP and each of the six
spectrum-generating subroutines is through COMMON storage. The
circuit name, circuit type, wire code, andwire route (i.e., the
information read by SGP from the first input card for a given circuit)
is stored by SGP in a common block having the label CKTBLK. The
coupling data read from the remaining input cards for the circuit by
the appropriate spectrum-generating routine and the constructed
spectra arepassed to SGP by use of a common block labelled SPCTRA.
The list of variables (using the program variable names) in each of
* these common blocks is as follows:
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Common
BlOck Name Var iable
CKTBLK OKID
CIRCUIT
r't'_T_Ty
CTACTI
COMNZ
CTACTZ
ID
ROUTE
. _ • _ IWIRE
SPECTRA FTX array
. :._;.................... VTX array
N
FRX array
VRX array
M
ZG
ZL
PWCD
FREO
Order description for
the circuit
Name or number
assigned this circuit
Connector
Contact
Connector
Contact
Circuit type number
Name or number of wire
route •_- th_ "_r_It
Wire _ocle _=---............... -
Frequency values in Tx
spectrum log _requency
Amplitude v_lues in Tx
spectrum db/_v
Number of p0ints in Tx
spectrum
Frequency values :inRx
spectrum log _r_uency
Amplitude values in Rx
spectrum db/ttv
Number of points in Rx
spectrum
Complex generator
impedance - ohms
Complex load impedance
ohms
Power supply type
Ripple frequency - cps
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The proper spectrum-generating subroutine is chosen by SGP accord-
ing to the circuit type number (variable name ID in the CKTBLK list
above):
Circuit Type
Number Circuit Type
1. power
servo
3 s ignal
4 switch
5 squib
6 modulated signal
D.2.t.I Subroutine PWRSGN (Power Circuits)
PWRSGN is called by SGP to read the input data for power circuits and
to/construct Tx and Rx spectra as described in Paragraphs B. 1.1 and
B.2.1.
D ,2. 1 .Z Subroutine SKV$_N (Servo Circuits)
SRVSGN is called by SGP to read the input data for command input and
feedback-type servo circuits and to construct Tx and Rx spectra as
described in Paragraphs :B 1.5 and B.2.4.
D.2.1.3 Subroutine DGTSGN (Signal Circuits)
DGTSGN is called by SGP to read the input data for signal circuits and
to construct Tx and Rs spectra as described in Paragraphs B.1.3 and
B.2.2.
D.2.1.4 Subroutine SWCSGN (Switch Circuits)
sWCSGN is called by SGP to read the input data for switch circuits and
to construct a T X spectrum as described in Paragraph B. 1.2.
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D.2.1._ Subroutine SQBSGN (Squib Circuits}
SQBSGN is called by SGP to read the input data for squib circuits and
to construct an Rx spectrum as described in Paragraph B. 2.5.
D.Z.I.6 Subroutine MDGSGN {Modulated Signal Circuits)
MDCSGN is called by SGP to read the input data for modulated signal
c_rcu;_ts and to con__truct Tx __ RY _p_.ctra as described in Paragraphs
B. 1.4 and B.2.3.
D.Z.I.7 Subroutine PULSE
PULSE is called by DOTSGN to compute the envelope of the Fourier
spectrum of a trapezoidal pulse.
One type of signal frequently used is a trapezoidal pulse. The power
spectrum of such a signal resembles a damped sine wave; it has maxi-
mum amplitude at zero frequency and zero amplitude at infinite
frequency. The envelope of the spectrum is used as an approximation,
since too many points would be required to adequately define the actual
spectrum.
For example, cons ider the square pulse shown below.
u.l
t%
b--
_3
<
t--
I I
TIME
¢
A
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The power spectrum of this pulse and envelope have the form
r_
ttl
i. 1¢
,3
,,, II II '
1 2 f
T -T
The envelope is described by the points 1, 2, 3,
joining them,
I
The list of input and output arguments for PULSE is as follows:
Variable Name In Out
A X
T X
and the line segment
Meaning
Pulse height - voits
Pulse width at bottom -
microseconds
TR
TF
X
X
Rise time - microseconds
Fall time - microseconds
VTH X Amplitude at which the
spectrum ends - db/mv
VBR array X Amplitude values in pulse
spectrum - db/;_ v
FBR array X Frequency values in pulse
spectrum- megacycles
5J X JJ : 1, trapezoidal pulse
JJ = 4, square pulse
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D,2.2 CIP (Circuit Interference Program)
CLP and the subroutines called by CIP constitute that portion of the
EA4I program which compares receptor susceptibility spectra with
emitter " _ _ .................. '-- F,'=L, LC_LV, v, l.,uooLu,._tn erxarence spectra [0i_ Lne purpose of----_'-"-- A_ .... :_ __
interference. CIP is in subroutine form and iS called by SGP.
CIP performs the following major functions for each pair of possible
interference circuits :
1) Reads Tx and Rx spectra and coupling data from
tape or drum;
z) Determines the amount of coupling between the two
circuits;
3) Computes an interference spectrum (an attenuated
emitter spectrum) and compares it with the Rx
susceptibility spectrum;
4) Prints diagnostic Lnformation for each potential
interference pair.
The amount of coupling between circuits is dependent upon the amount
of mutual wire length for the circuits. The wire route information
read from the input cards by SGP iS passed to CIP via a COMMON
block labelled WROUTE. The arrays in the WROUTE block give the
name and the set of station-angle pairs for each wire route.
D.2.2.1 Subroutine SPCMPR
SPCMPR is called by CLP and subroutine ATTEN to substract one
spectrum from another.
The FORTRAN-calling sequence and a description of the input and
output arguments for SPCMPR are as follows:
CALL SPCA4R (FB, VB, NB, FA, VA, NA, FC, VC, NC).
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Argument In
FB X
VB X
NB X
P
FA X
VA X
NA
4
FC
VC
NC
X
Out
X
X
X
Meaning
Frequency array for
Curve B
Voltage array for
Curve B
Number of points in
Curve B
Frequency array for
Curve A
Voltage array for
Curve A
Number of points in
Curve A
Frequency array for
Curve C
Voltage array for
Curve C
Number of points in
Curve C
(Here, Curve C = Curve A - Curve B)
D.2.2.2 Subroutine MUTUAL
MUTUAL is called by CIP to compute themutual wire length for a Tx
and Rx circuit pair
The FORTRAN-calling sequence and a description of the input and
o,,tput arguments for MUTUAL are as follows:
CALL MUTUAL (Zl, AI,
i
Z2, NI, A2, NZ, RADIUS, LENGTH).
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Ar gume nt
zi
A1
N1
7.2
A2 ¸
In Out
X
X
X
X
X
N2 X
RADIUS X
XL LENGTH X
Meaning
Station array for first
wire route
Angle array for first
wire route
Number of station-
angle pairs in first
wire route
Station array for
second w_re route
Angle array" for
second wire route
Number of station-
angle pairs in second
wire route
Radius of the shell in
which the circuits are
located
Mutual wire length
All angles are in degrees, and the mutual wire length and the station
values are in inches.
D. 2.2.3 Subroutine ELMNTS
ELMNTS is called by CIP to compute coupling parameters for a
Tx- Rx circuit pairs.
The calling sequence and a description of the input and output arguments
for ELMNTS are as follows:
CALL ELMNTS (ITWIRE, IRWIRE, H, XLNGTH, XM, XC,
ISLD, ADAT)
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Argument In
ITWIRE X
IRWIRE X
H X
XLNGTH X
XM X
XC ' X
ISLD X
/_DAT X
Out Meaning
Tx wire code
Rx wire code
Circuit height above
ground plane - inches
Mutual wire length -
inches
Mutual inductance -
henries
Mutual capacitance -
farads
Wire shielding code:
0 - neither wire shielded
1 - Rx wire shielded
l0 - Tx wire shielded
l l - both wires shielded
Attenuation due to twisting:
14 db if either wire twisted
0 db if neither twisted
The wire codes, shielding and twisting data, and wire diameters neces-
sary for the computation of the output argument are collected in tables
within ELMNTS. Mutual capacitance XC and mutual inductance XM
are computed using the formulas in Par. agraph C.8.
D.2.2.4 Subroutine ATTEN
ATTEN is calledby CIP to compute: (1) an attenuation spectrum for
a Tx- Rx pair, and (2) the interference spectrum obtained by sub-
tracting this attenuation spectrum from the Tx emitter spectrum.
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The basic attenuation spectrum is defined by three points as follows:
.Log Frequency
0
f2 = log (cf)
8
Voltage
Attenuation- db
20 f2
0
-- o
The "corner frequency" cf is computed depending upon the relative
ordering of the load ends of the Tx and Rx circuit:
l) If both loads are on the same ends of the circuits,
cf = minimum (fc, fro), where
(zh + Z_1)(z 2 + zh)
f =
c 2f C ZflZg2Zf2
f = -(Zfl + Zgl)(Zg 2 + Z12)
m 2zr M Zg 2
and
Z_ I
Z_ 2
_Z
g-1
Z
sz
C
M
= load impedance, Tx circuit - ohms
= load impedance, Rx circuit - ohms
= generator impedance, Tx circuit - ohms
= generator impedance, Rx circuit - ohms
= mutual capacitance - farads
= mutual inductance - henries
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If the loads are at opposite ends of the circuits,
' _.;+I. -- L
, g
_+
21r, (M+CZg2 Z_lZ]F 2}
If either or both wires are shielded, the minimum of the attenuation
produced by inductive and capacitive shielding at any frequency is
added to the basic attenuation curve. The inductive and capacitive
shielding spectra information, as defined in Paragraph 4.5.3, is in
table form within ATTEN. ,
If either Wire is twisted, an additional amount of attenuation, given in
the calling sequence to ELMNTS, is also added at each point of the
basic attenuation spectrum.
The f-inaPt attenuation spectrum is subtracted from the Tx spectrum to
obtain the interference spectrum which.is returned to CIP by ATTEN.
:\ description of the input and output arguments for ATTEN is as follows:
,
X+M + X
}
XC X
ZG1 X
ZGZ X
Out
ZL1 X
Meaning
Mutual inductance -
Mutual capacitance -
henr ie s
Complex generator
impedance Tx Circuit -
ohms
Complex generator
impedance Rx circuit -,
ohms
. Complex load impedance
Tx circuit - ohms
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Argument
ZL2
VTX
FTX
NTX
VINT
i FINT
#
NINT
ISLD
ADAT
IORIDI
IORIDZ
CORNEK
In -
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Out
X
X
X
leaning
• Complex load .impedance
Rx circuit - ohms
Amplitude array, Tx
spectrum- dh/;_v
Frequency array, Tx
spectrum - log frequency
Number of Tx spectrum
po int s
Amplitude ar ray,
interference spectrum -
db/av
Frequency array,
interference spectrum-
log frequency
Number of interference
spectrum pointa
Wire shielding code,
as in
Twisting attenuation,
as in
Order ID, Tx circuit
Order ID, Rx Circuit
Corner frequency- cf
q
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